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INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND OP THE STUDY

Reported in this volume are the results of an extensive comparative
analysis of dysfunctional sentences found in the writing of pre-freshmen
at Bowling GreenState University, the purpose df which was to examine
and to describe possible differences in dysfunctional sentences produced
by remedial and nqnremedial writers. Thd writing'samples used for the

-,study'were randomly selected fjrom freshman placement examinations
administered by the Freshman riting Program,at Bowling Green.State
University during the Summer of'1980.,

For the pastseverai yeas, both the public at large and professional
educators have become increasingly concerned about an apparent ddcline in
writing skills. Widely read newspapers such as the Chicago Tribune and
national newsmagazines such as Newsweek have featured articles on the
severity of this decline. Even local newspapers print stories on "back
to basics" as a. means of alleviating the writing problem. An article in
the Chronicle of Higher Education reports that ". . .on a national level
we have tailed- -have continued to fail--to meet the Challenge of
illiteracy among college-leVel,students" (Scully, 1974). Accompanying
all of these publications are figures furnished by the College Entrance.
Examination Board which show' that between 1963 and 1977, the average
scores on the verbal section of the test dropped '49 points, from 478
(1962-63) to 429 (1976-77), and the National Assessment of Educational
Progress found, that the writing skill level of the average and above-
aNferage students has declined.

e

The gtowing need for remediation of writing skills among college
freshmen has become a primary concern of educators and administrators
in institutions df higher, learning throughout the country. Departments
of English everywhere are becoming increasingly involved withrf'reshman
composition courses because of students' inability to Write (Coughlin,
1977). Albert H. Bowker, Chancelor of the University of California at
Berkley, states thatcolleges and universities are reporting increased
costs for remediation. This nati al pattern of increasing need for
remediation is reflected in fres man writing at Bowling Green State

Ilipe

University-. The percentage of students requiring remediation has
. grown steadily. In 1975, 4.7% of the freshmen pretested by means of
a writing sample required extensive remediation. By 1976,,,the per-
centage had more than tripled: 17.7% of all freshmen pretested were
producing writing with severe dysfunctions. This percentage has
remained stable during the period 1976-1981.

Within the field of composition itself, scholars have begun to
document and describe college-level'reinedial writing populations
(Shaughnessy, 1976; Shaughnessy, 1977; Lunsford, 1978 8T-Cayer and Sacks,
1979). Shaughnessy (1976) defines "basic" or "remedial° students in
freshen composition courses as those who produce "small numbers of words
with arge numbers of errors (roughly 15 to 35 errorskler 300 words)"1
and w 'seem to be restricted as writers. . .to a very narrow range of
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syntactic, semantic, and rhetorical options, which forces them into
either a rudimentary style of 'discourse that belies their real maturity *

or a dense Zd tangled prose with which neither they nor their, readers
can cope." Subsequent studies (Luhsford, 1978;"Gebhard, 1978) have
supported Shaughnessy's description. Further, contrary to popular
assumptions, basic writers at the college level come from the entire
spectrum oflsoci9-economic and ethnic backgrounds (Sternglass, 1973;
Kirschner and Poteet, 1973; Lansford, 1978); college remedial writing
classes are not providing remediation'primarily for the economically
disadvantaged and/or ethnic minorities.1 Nonstandard linguistic patterns
seem to appear with approximately the same frequency in the writing of
Black, White,.and Hispanic remedial English students°(Sternglass, 1973;
Kirschner and Poteet, 1973).

Of the necessity for careful studies of the features of basic
writing, Shaughnessy says,'". . .the territory I-am calling basic
writing (and that others might call,remedial ortdevelogtiental writing) b
is still very much of a frontier, unmapped except for a scattering of ,

impres0.onistic articles and a few blazed trails that individUal,teachers
propose through their texts. . . .'\ Further argument in support of the
.need for research studies on the features of remedial writing has been

- providedby Donald C. Freeman, Professor of English at Temple University.
He agrees with E. D. Hirsch, author of The iilosophy of Composition
(University of Chicago Press, 1978) in ceRing,for a "massive program
of mission- oriented, composition resetrch" (Freeman, p. 18). Freeman e,
states that in order "to treat the problems of compositionxin a system-
atic way, we must assemble a large body of systematic knOwledge of what
those problems are." And the approach he has in mind requires "error
analysis and classification. . .induced from a bass of evidence from
real student papers" (FreemadtR. 18).

PURPOSE OF THE INVESTIGATION 1

Currently there is a proliferation of methodology and materials
related to remedial writing, but these are based upon little concrete
data'aBout the nature of the writing dysfltictions produced by the
basic writer. Clearly, new teaching materials, new pedagogical methods,
and new teacher training programs must be developed to meet the needs
of the basic writer. But before educators can develop' successful ,

strategies for helping studerits,learn to write, research must be done
to pidentify precisely what the problems of basic writers are. The
prithary purpose of this study, therefore, has Keen to gather information
about the nature of d7sfunctional sentences produced by the develop-
mental or'basic writers To this end, every dysfunctional sentence from
threehundred writini samples, produced by'both remedial and nonremedial
writers, was analyzed. Specifically,Specifically, the objectives ofthe project
were as follows:

1. to deteblne whethe any frequently occurring syntactic errors
4 are unique to the d velopmental .triter by comparing the

sznactip errors fo d in the writing of beginning freshmen
enrolled ih ins,r.vduc ry writing courses with those errors
found in the writing 'o freshmen enrolled in developmental
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writing courses.

2. to discover whether certain types of com*n structural errors
(for example, different kinds of sentence fragments, occur.with
greater frequency in remedial writing.

3. to provide detailed linguistic information about the nature of
the syntactic dysfunctioI found in basic writing.

In'addition, since a comparative empirical study of syntax can also
provide information about the synttactic strategies used by and the errors
produced by "average', and "superior" writers, the findings of this study
also will provide valuable raw data upon which researchers in language
and cognition will be able to draw.,

RELATED, WORK

A survey of the professional literature reyeals a dearth of research
devoted specifically to the examination of the kinds of yntactiC'errors
characteristiC of basic' writing. There are abundant studies, both'
impressionistic and empirical (Griffin, 1967; Thornton, 1972; yeiner,
19,72 and 1974; Chaika, 1974; Farrell, 1974; Uess,,I975; Laurence, 1975;
Budz and Graber, 1976; Desy, 1976; Meyers, 1978; Lattin, 1978; Taylor,
1978; Butler, 1980; Vik, 1981), on various methods fos remediating
the many problems of basic writers. In nearly ev4V issue of profession-
al journals one can find discussions of claSsrOom:practices, discussions
of writing assignments, evaluazioa_p? grading procedures, and com-
parisons of various modes of instruction:* Especially noteworthy are a
number of studies which have been done on the effectiveness of sentence
combining as a tool for improving syntactic structure (Mellon, 1966;
O'Hare, 1971; Stotsky, 1975; Daiker, Kerek and Mohrenberg, l977;
Maimon and Nodine, 1978; Stewart, 1978;. Swan 1979;.1omlinsonf1980;
Sternglass, 1980; Berlin, 1980). In addition, the development of.
syntactic fluency in the writing of grade school and high school students
has received serious attention (Hunt, 1965; Bateman and Zidonis, 1966;
Griffin', 1967; 0' onnell, Griffin and Norris; 1967; Miller and Ney,
1968; Mellon, ; O'Hare, 1973; Loban, 1976), and iiirecent studies
Murray F. Stewart has compared the syntactic maturity of high school
and university students (1978) and has exam.ned the relationship
between syntactic maturity and skill in the mechanics of writing
(Stewart aAd trobe, 1979).

More -closely related to the proposed project are the systematic
compariSons which have been conducted ,o determine what differences in
syntax and usage, if any, characterize the writing of nonstandard dialect °

speakers (Collins; l'971; Kirschner and Poteet, 1973; Sternglass, 1974; p

Gray, 1975; Lay, 1975; Rizzo and Villafare, 1975; Garcia, 1975)
However, as several of these studies have shown, dialect interfe?qnce
is not the primary factor in syntactic problems in the writing of college
freshmen. In fact, the same patterns of syntactic errors as those found
in the writinglpf nonstandard dialect speakers seem to be prevalent
in the writing of students from standard English speaking backgrounds
(Kirschner and Polkeet, 1973; Sternglass,4973; Lunsford, 1978).
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Despite these excellent studies, there remains the central task
of objectively identifying and cataloging the syntactic features of
basic writing. A few impressionistic studies (Higgens, 1973; Chaika,
1974; Krishna, 1975; Carkeet, 1977; House and House, 1980) have
reported on syntactic oddities which seem to Occur frequently in the
writing of remedial students, but none of these studies indicates
whether any of these syntactic errors is unique to basic writing. In
a study of the effectiveness of sentence- combining exercises for
'college composition students, Maimon and Nodine (1978) Deleted the
frequency of embedding errors to previous data on length of T-unit,
but their foc'us was on the development of syntactic maturity as measured
by T -unit length, and they did not analyze 'student essays for various
types of errors which might haVe occurred 'only in basic writing.
Gebhard (1978) compared the.writihg of two quality-rated freshffian
groups with each other and with that of professional writers, but
the emphasis was on examining syntactic structures rather than on
isolating specific syntactic errors of basic writers. Cayer and Sacks
(1979) investigated some of the "communication strategies" used by
basic writers; however, since the purpose of the study was to describe
similarities and differences between oral and written discofse, only
limited syntactic analyses were employed (T-unit counts; frequency
counts of adjective and adverb phrases; single-wOrd modifiers; subject
or predicate location of "complex structures"). Kagan (1980) looked
for patterns in the surface structure of sentence fragments and run-
on s ntences in student'writing that might have been mistaken for
bou aries of complete written sentwaces and attempted to infer--on
the asis of her findings--general Fules that the students might have
used in determining what a complete sentence was. Her subjects,
however, were communit college students enrolled in remedial sections
of freshmen English. H nce; both the type of sentence dysfunctions
examined and the stud t population were limited.

Only one researcher, Mina Shaughnepsy, has really begun to
classify and describe all of the features which characterize basic
writing (Shaughnessy, 1976; Shaughnessy, 1977). However, her
descriptions of grammatical/syntactic features are not precise. All
syntactic errors are organized under the following "very general head-
ings": -Accidental Errors, Blurred Patterns, 'Consolidation Errors
(Coordinate Consolidations, Subordinate Consolidations, and Juxta-
position Consolidations),'Inversions (Shaughnessy, 1977, p. 47).
Furthermore, these syntactic dysfunctions were derived from examining
the placement essays of Basic Writers, and no systematic attempt was
made to compare these features with those found in \the writing of
other beginhing college freshmen.

Thus, while this study is related to the work of other research
studies-T-4r. is unique in attempting objectively and systematically to
analyze and describe the types of syntactic errors and the frequency
of those errors in basic writing as opposed to the'types and frequency
of syntactic errors found in all levels of beginning freshman writing.
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METHOD: SAMPLE COLLECTION AND PREPARATION

THE SUBJ'ECTS

Prior tothe beginning of the analysis of dysfunctional sentences,
it was/necessary to determine if the freshman writing population at
Bowling Green'State University was typical of other freshman populations,
so that results could be generalized to oter, "similar," groups of
students., The institution itself seemed representative: it is one of
twelve regional universikties in 'the'state-supported system of higher
education in Ohio, located 20 miles south'of TOledo, Ohio. Fully . -

accredited, Bowling Green offers four-year undeigraduate programs-in a

variety>of areas and a number of graduate programs, several of which
lead to the doctoral degree. The undergraduate population is drawn
from both urban and rural areas, in-state and nationwide. Undergraduate
enrollment has been stable, Fith an,approximate total of 14,000 students,
3,400 of whom are freshmerl.

In order
,Bowling Green
composite and
composite and
Very close to

tp determine if the skill-level of , entering freshmen at
was similar to that of other entering freshmen, nationwide,
verbal ACT scores were compared. It can b'e seen that
verbal scores for entering freshmen at Bowling Green are
national averages, as shown by the following figures:

ACT English
National BGSU

ACT Compobite
National BGSU

19 75- 76 18.7 20.6 17.6 19.4
1976-77 18.5 20.4 17.6 19.4
1977-78 18.7 20.2 , 17.7 19.2
19 78- 79 8.7 20.1 .18.0 19.4
1979-80 18.9 20.'3 18.2 19-.4

SiHE PLACEMENT EXAM

Once it was established that entering Bowling Green-freshmen were
. -

a representative body, it was determined that essays, wiitten in response to
the BGSU English Placement exam (pre-test), could be used as a data base.

Entering freshmen are pre-tested by means of a standardized, hour-
long essay exam (the BGSU English Placement Test) for placement in one of
three freshman-level composition courses, English 110 (Developmental
Writing), English 111 (Introductory Writing), or English 112 (Varieties
of Writing). English 112 is the writing course required by the University
for graduation, and students whose writing is not proficient enough to
place them into English 112 must'first take English 111 or both English 110
and English 111 before taking English 112. The majority of students
(60-62%) are placed in English 111; 17-18%sin English 110; 21-25% in
English 112.

The BGSU English ?lacementTest, which is administered to incoming
students in groups of 30 or more during Summer Pre-Orientation (July 15-

5
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August 15) or dtiring Fall Freshman Orientation Week (mid-September),

assesses student writing skills as demonstrated in an expository essay.
An essay test (writing sample) is used for' placement because research

'has shown it to be a far more valid measure of writing ability than

computerized aptitude tests such as the American College Test (ACT) or
the Scholastic Aptitude Test rSAT),, if administered and evaluated properly
(Godshalk, Swineford and Coffman, 1966; Diederich, 1974; Cooper and
Odell, 1977): "Although widely used, standardized tests measure Only
editorial skillschoosing the best sentence, recognizing correct usage,
punctuation and capitalization. At least for this reason. . .(these
tests) are not valid measures of writing performance. . .even their
use for placement is not as valid as a single writing sample quickly
scored.by trained raters. . ." (Cooper and Odell, 1977, p. viii).

The test itself consists of a"set of written instructions And two
topics, fiom which students must choose one. Both topics are within a
student's experience and require no previous preparation (see Appendi A 4

for sample test). Students are given L4uebooks in which to write thei
essays and are allotted one full hour Co complete the exam. The format\
df the test andtthe administration of,the test follow guidelines
established by Cooper and Odell (1977), Diederich (1974), Cohen (1973)
and,Braddock (1963): more than one topic to choose froM, specific
written instructions which are read aloud, specified time limit, uniform
writing context.

4
A group of eight specially trained graduate students in the.

Department of English evaluate the tests according to.,specified criteria°
which deterpine the placement of the incoming students into, English 110,
English 111, or English 112. These eight raters are selected on a
competitive basis from among a group of .applicants who have taught in
the freshman writing program for at least one year. Applicants for the
eight temporary positions are asked to evaluate independently five
sample pre-tests. The applicants are then ranked accordint to their
accuracy of evaluation arta placement, with. the positions being awarded'
to those ranked highest.

After the raters are selected, they attend two two-hour long train-
ing passions onevaliation and placement of pre-tests so that their

/judgments will be consistent and reliable. Studies of later reliability
h ve shown' conclusively that "reliability can be improved. . .when
ra ers from similar backgrounds are carefully trained " (Cooper and
Ode 1% 1977, p. 18). This was first demonstrated by Stalnaker in 1934
and has been verified by a number of subsequent, studies (Follman and
Anderson, 1967; Coffman, 1971).

iR

The evaluation instrument used by the trained raters is a dichoto-
mous instrument call the "rubri'c" which measures writing proficiency
according to five basic categories: I. Awareness of Audience;, II. Organ-
ization and Development; III. Mechanic's (spelling, punctuation,
capitalization) and Standard English Usage; IV. Sentence Structure; and
V. Word Choice (see Appendix B).' This particular type of instrument
is used for evaluating essays Agcaust research (Cohen, J973) has shown,
it to.be an efficient and accull.E,te evaluative tool for making "distinc-

.
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J
° tions between the quality of batches of essay. . ." (Cooper and Odell,

1977, p. 9. The rubrl.c is used in the evaluation process by the
raters, who assign student to either English.110, 111, or 112 on'the
basis of their performance on the pre-test. 'Theyriting ofstudents who
ar4pleced in Englieh 110 is. generally chracterized by major difficulties

e'.in mechanics and usage (more than 15 errors per 300-400 words) and/or
Major difficulties in syntax. This iv to be expected since mechanics/
usage and syntax are key areas in differentiating remedial writers
from average and superior writers (Chaika, 1974; Shaughnessy, 1976N,
Shaughnessy, 1977; Carkeet, 1977; Lunsford, 157B; Gebhard, 1978).

O

4

SAMPLE PREPARATION

,

Following the completion of the Summer 1980 p're-testing Of
Bowling Green freshman, three'hundred and seventy-five randomly
selected Samples were drawn from the pre-tests: 125, each from the three,.
placement groups (110, 111, 112). All 575 samples were prepared so
that it was impossible to determine how they.had been placed. :the samples
were then re-evaluated as to whether they were 110, 111,vor 112 samples.
The majority were reverified. Any samples not reyerified in this manner
were rejected. A total of 300 reverified samples (100 from 110, 100
from 111, and.100from 112) were randomly selected for analysis. Each
sample was assigned a.number for identification purposee.

w

.11

.00
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METHOD: fAMPLE ANALYSIS

Each of/tbe 3e0 reverified samples was analyzed twice by both the
principal investigator and the graduate research associate. One analysis
consisted of a frequency, count of selected dysfunctions. Ihexbther
analysisInvolved a transformational description of all dysfunctional
sentences, including both those sentences recorded in the frequency
count and those dysfunctional sentences not recordeS in the frequency
count.

1

1
THE FREQUENCY COUNT ANALYSIS

The first major analysis of the 300 writing samplei involved a
frequency Fount.

ir
Frequency counts have long been an important type of evaluatioa

instrument. They,are especially useful for researchers because they
seem to objectify the evaluation of writing. Since one of the problems
with the frequency count is classifying the "errors," an experimenter.
must clearly specify the features that are counted. Most experimenters
choose to employ some sort of grid or checklist on,whiCh specified
items such as "subject -verb agreement" or "plural-4 deletion" are
recorded. Eachtime,an evaluator finds a particular item, it is marked
on the grid., This1sort of procedure provides information about the
number and the typd,of features or errors found in the writing samples.
Data gathered ina frequency count is usually expressed, for purposes
of Standardization, as total number of items of 4 particular type
per hundred or thousandwords (Braddock, et al.', 1963, p. 20) although
this is not the only means of expressing the,data. Other-researchers

,have employed other means such as the total number of errors involving
a particular item divided by the total number of sentences in a writing
sample. Thus, a score of 100% for a given item means an error involving.
thatitem appear4d in every sentence (Kirschner and Poteet, 1973).-

. The frequency counts used in this study were standardized according to
the number of_T-unitsl in each essay. ,

To develop a frequency count tally sheet fot this study,:thirty
xandOply selected samples were taken from the original group of .

English 110 pretests. These thirty pretests were analyzed for - syntactic
errors by the graduate research -associate, who described and recorded
every dysfunctional sentence. Then the samples were reintegrated with
the test of the pretests so that the randomly selected 375 samples could
be drawn from all of the.pre-tests` >--Qn die basis of this preliminary
analyi18, a numbef of easily- identifiable, high-frequency.syntactic
errors was isolated. These items were used to design a preliminary
frequency-count grid. On the grid each item was used in a sentence or 4

1 7 , A

The T-Unit is defined as a main'clause and any structure, clausal
or nonclausal, that is attached to or-embedded within it (Hunt, 1965).
This method of standardization is similar to dividing frequency%count
items by a particular number.(100, for example) of words.
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example so that possible confusion abdnt) whether to count epartrcular
iteg could be avoided. Thus, undeY "fragment,'"nouft--appositive" g-
rater could find: "I ught a new 4ress. A dress that4 could wear to
the prom." This prelim ary grid was used by the principal researcher
and the,research,associat to analyze another thirty randomly-selected

.

isamples. Following this trial" use of the preliminary' grid, it was
'Modified and the result g grid (sge Appendix C) was used to analyze all

- 370treverified'samp144. Every occurrence of each item specified on the
grid Was recorded on the grid; numbers of ocpurrences were tallied for
each item, and the tallies were double Checked. Every essay.was analyzed
twice In this manner by twp different 'readers.

Upon completion of this analysis It was necessary to slightly
modify the frequency count grid in order to accurately record sentence
st cturedysfunctions encountered during the frequency count analyses.
The first modification was made' in regardto categOry V-- Parallel
structure. It was found.that the distinCtion between VA (Non-Parallel
Sentence Parts) and VB. (Non-Parallel Items in a Series) was barely
discernible. In nearly each example it was possible\to record the
sentence in either category and to., justify either placement. In order
to alleviate-the difficulty, the two categories were combined under a
single heading-7-Parallel Structure Difficultieg. Furthermore, parallel
structure difficulties were disregarded when they resulted from the
deletion of one-word-functors as in the example "She never bothered wilt
askihg any questions of the boy or 9 his parents.", These structu es,
were easy to overlook and caused frequent disagreement as to whetther
the sentences were or were not dysfunctional.

A problem also arose concerning category IVD-- Inappropriate Use
of Relative Clause. In several cases (in each instance involving the
relative pronoun "which") it was difficulito determine if the use of
particular structures retembling relative clauses was actually
inappropriate, as.in the example: "It's right off the hiwkway and is
located between two major citiem(which is good to know if you don't
know where, yOU're going.]" In ambiguous Lases such as4this one, the
following.test was appli9d. If the phrase the fact -tha plus the

'clause(s) preceeding th relative pgonoun could be. logically sub-
skitiltedfor the word "which" in the Sample sentence; then the sentence
Os not Included on the frequency grids (In the case of the example
sentence such a substitution is possible: "The fact that it's right
off the highway and is located between two major cities is god to
know. . ."). If the substitution of the,test phrase resulted JO=
illogical construction the sample sentence was included on the gild.

It was also decided that comma-spliCe "errors" when they appeared
in a series (I like' to eat ice cream, I like to eat cake, and I love
to eat craam'puffs) should be deleted from the frequency count.

Octirences of the following dysfundtions, not originally specified
oh tie grid, were also recorded since their frequency of occurrence
iherited this:

9'
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2Ad1erb Modifier (Fragment)
. -

(It is located in the center of 3 major cities. Near. Toledo,
with Cincinnati to the south and,Coiumbus to:the west.)

Adjective Modifier (Fragment)

(I like.the.town of North Baltimore. With a population of 46
people give or take a few.)

Awkwardness as Result of Relative Pronoun'

(Ali'is the person in which I look up to most.)

ti irAWkwardness'as a Result of 'Passive

(Well,, it was finally narrowed down to a woman who has been
greatly'admired by me for the-past 5.year.)

Data resulting from the frequency count tallies was exp essed--standard-
izedon a per T-trait -x 10 basis, since essay length va ied:

# 'dysfunctions

U T=Units x 10

Following standardization, the data was examined to determine if
the standardized frequencies for each dysfunction were similar across,
the three groups (110, 111, 112). kn addition, these standardized
frequencies were examined in order to determine if correlations -
between particular dysfunctional items existed--if particular errors
occured in patterns with other errors. These correlations were
examined for all three hundred writing samples as one unit and for
each group (110, 111, 112) as three separate units.

THE TRANSFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS .

The second major analysis of the 300 writing samples involved
theuse of a linguistic analysis worksheet. This method of analysis
was appropriate because frequency counts measure only selected items,
generally items which occur frequently and which are easy to-describe
and exemplify. It wa's, of course, imperative,to systematically..
describe, categorize, and quantify dysfunctional structures which
would not necessarily be recorded with the frequency count analysis.
The nature of some of the sentences' found in remedial writing (e.g.
"He yas raised from a Very modeit ba&ground, in his home state of,
Ohio, to now where he lives as a very well known personality," and
"If I summed up why I like my town I guess it would be the country
I love it, the open dpace between houses unliketthe cities, they
closeness of every one knowing everyone else ") makes them extraordinarily
difficult to describe, however. Merely labeling such sentences as
awkward is clearly unsatisfactory, and Shaugfinessy's (1977) labels-
Accidental Errors,'Blurred Patterns, Consolidation Errors (Coordinate
Consolidations,.Subordinate Consolidations, and Juxtaposition Consolida-
tions), Inversions=are'a]so too vague since they do litte to describe,

V
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the syntactic rules that are being used or misused.

In a recent study Ahn O. Gebhard (1978) adapted an analysis
sheet originally devised by O'Donnell, Griffin, and Norris (1967) for
a transformational analysis of the synthx of kindergarten and elementary
school children. O'Donnell et al's analysis sheet, devised to
identify specific kinds of transformations--especially those ihmolving
conjoining within T-units and embedding --Was based upon the early
,iranformational model expressed in Lees' (1968) The Grammar of English
Nominalizations aJtd by Jacobs and Rosenbum's 41968) An English

Transformational Grammar, Gebhard's moditichtion, indicated by the
research,of Christensen (1967), included provisions for a tabulation
of initial sentence constructions and for analysis of'final free
modification,2 and the resultant detailed instrument was used in a
comparative analysis of writing samples reptesentative oftwo quality-
rated freshmah groups. The instrument calls for a sewate analysis
of each T-unit--which is defined as a main clause and zany structure,/
clausal on nonclausal, that is attached to or embedded. within it
(Hunt, 1965)--in terms of T-unit pattern, ana types of specific sentence
combining transformations employed. In addition, the typeof Sentence
opener employed and the position of loose modihcation can be recorded
using this method of analysis.- Since every dysfunctional sentence in
each of the 300 writing samples was to be analyzed with the O'Donnell-
Gebhard worksheet, dysfunctional sentences in all It00 samples had to
be identified. Therefore, each sample was examined separately, and
independently by two different evaluators, each of whom recorded.
every sentence considered to be.dysfunctional. In the event that the
Ewo opinions differed, a third person determined whether or not the
sentence woulpi be regarded as dysfunctional and therefore included in
the sample. Each sentence identified Al this manner was recorded an
a separate sheet for analysis, and although sentences were identified
as to writing sample number, no information was'provided as to whether
a particular sentence had come from an English 110, 111, or 112 essay.

Before the full analysis of these sentences commenced, the 04Donnell/-
4ebhard Linguistic Analysis Worksheet'was tested with some randomly-
selected samples and modified slightly. This modification was necessary
because some categories on the analysis sheet did not adequately
reflect the dysfunctional structures found in the samples. The section
Coordinate Structure was adapted for this reason; other minor adaptations
to the Worksheet included the addition of a Passive T-unit 'pattern in
Section I and the'addition of a separate category to accOmmodate
sentence modifiers which resemble relative clauses, as in "Lteach others,
which makes me feel good." The category "contrast" was also added to the

-4

2
A free modifier is a construction which may appear in initial, medial

or final sentence position,' consisting of a movable adverbial, an
absolute, or a nonrestrictive adjectivalization--either in full
relative clause form or reduced to an appositive, participle, etc.

11
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Adverbial Clauses category. Once these adaptations were completed, the
project director and the graduate research associate used the revised
worksheet (see Appendix D) to analyze forty randomly selected samples,
which were then integrated wl.th the other remaining 260 samples.
Independent ev nations were consistent with one exception: a few
structures wit in the dysfunctional sentences could be recorded in
more than one ay; .therefore, decisions as to categorization Were
discussed arid, f necessary, particular structures.vere researched so
that analyses could be performed as consistently and as accurately as
possible. Following these preparations, another forty randomly-selected
samples were examille4:separately ?y both researchers; the analyses were
consistent and the exatination of every dysfunctional sentence in all
300 samples was coMplAxed.

All data resulting from the analysis was standardized by dividing
by the number of dysfunctional T-units per essay. This standardized`
data was examined in order to determine if the dysfunctional sentences
in the three groups differed with regard to specific T-unit patterns and
transformations. Also,1016,esdata was examined to determine if various'
Structures found in,dysfunqional sentences were highly correlated
with--occurred in patterns With--Other.structures found within these
sentences, both,for the entire sample (all 300 essays) and by group
(110 essays, 111 essays, 112 essays).

#4,
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flINTRODUCTION

, RESULTS

The major purpose of the study'was to determine 'whether any
frequently occurring syntactic dysfunctions are unique to the develop-
mental writer and to discover whether certain types of common structural
errors occur with greater frequency in remedial..writing. To this end,
dysfunctional sentences within the 300 writing samples were examined
by two different methods: a frequency count and a linguistic analysis.
The frequency count data is with reference to selected dysfunctions;
data resulting from the linguistic analysis is, however, generally
descriptive of every dysfunctional sentence in all 300 writing samples.

THE XREQUENGY COUNT

4;
Data resulting from the frequency count tallies was standardized

and the standardized frequencies for each dysfunction were examined
to determine if the error frequencies were similar in the writing
samples for each of the three groups: English 110, English ill, and
English 112. These standardized frequencies were also examined to
determine if correlations between particular dysfunctions existed, both
for all.300 samples and by group (110, 111, 112). Certain items on
the ori 1 frequency count grid (Appendix C) were deleted from the
analysi ecause of extremely low frequency of occurrence: item IB
(Sliding un-On) and item IVF (Substitution of Infinitive for xonoun
and Verb)'; in addition, all occurrences of item IIF (different forms of
For Example/For Instance Fragmlts) were counted as one kind of
fragment, For ease of.reference, a new revised frequency grid

asAppendix E) was constructed to represent these changes as well as the
added dysfunctions discussed on page 10: Adverb Modifier Fragment
(IIJ), Adjective Modifier Fragillent (IIR), Awkwardness as a Result of
Misused Relative Pronoun (IVt), and Awkwardness as a-Result of Passive

Group Comparisons

-An analysis of, varl.ance test (ANOVA) was performed on each of
ble standardized frequency count tallies in order to determine if
there was a significant difference between 110, 111, and 112 with
regard to the average value Of each variable (a vaRtable -=,..ty standard!
ized number of occurrences Jr O each dysfunction rrated on the frequency
count grid). For exampleAith regard to the variable, Adverb Clause
Fragment (TIA), was there a significant difference in average
standardized rate of.occurreftte for this variable among the three groups
of-writing samples (110, 111,112)?, Then, for any variable where there
was asignificant difference among groups, Duncan's Multiple Range
Test was used in order to examine the standardized means so that it
could be determined which individual group or-groups, 110'or 111 or
112, was significantly different from t others with regard to that
particular variable. Of the thirty-two tandardized means which were
compared- -the thirty-one dysfunctional items on the revised frequency

3.3
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grid (Appendix E) and the number of--T -units in each essay, thirteen t

were found to ha,significantly different among the, three groups: ten
were significantly different at the 0.01 level of significance, and
three were significantly different at the 0.05 level. (See Tables 1-32
in Appendix F).

Th4 three variables for which the means were found to-be significant
at the 0.05 level were T-unit length, -ING grOup fragments, and
Infinitive group'fragments. With regard to -ING,Foup and Infinitive
group fragments, the Duncan tests (see Tables 6 and 7 in Appendik F)
revealed that although there was not a significant difference between
standardized means for 110 and 111 or Cor 111 and 112, there was a
significant difference between standardized means for 110 and 112: the

,numbfr of occurrences of both infinitive group fragments and -ING group
fragments was not significantly different in English 110 and 111.essays;

. nor was it significantly different in English 111 and 112 essays.
However, the number of occurrences fdr these dysfunctions was significant-

71 ly different in English flO and 112 essays. The data re'veal.an
incremental increase with regard to these types of sentence fragments,
the Least occurrence in the 112 essays; and the most occurrence in the
110 essays.

Overall differences between groups with regard to mean number of
T -units per essay were interesting. There was no signific t difference
between standardized means for English 110 and 112 essay , nor for
English 110 and 111 essays; mean number of T-units was significantly
different between English 111 and 112 essays, however (see Table 32 fit-
Appendix F).

The ten variables for which the means ere found to be significant
at the 0.01 level are: Run-On Sentences (IA), Relative Clause Fragments
(IIB), Fir Example/For Instance Fragments (IIF), Predicates with
Subject b- e Fragments (IIH), Adverb Modifier Fragments (IIJ),
Adje ve Modif er Fragdents (IIK), -ING Word Misplaced Modifiers (IVA1),
Awkar ness as a esult.of a IM1sused Relative'Pronoun (IVF), Parallel
Structure Diffic lty (V), and Comma Splices as a Result of 2 Main
Clauses Joined b a Comma (VIA). Duncan tests revealed that for all
of these variabi s, the average of the standardized number of occurrences
was not significantly different between English 111 and 112 but was
significantly different between gnglish 110 and both English 111 and 112..
Thus, the'data reveal a sharper stratification between remedial (110) ;

and nonremedial (111 and 112) writers with regard to these dysfunction'.

To summarize, a compari'e of data resulting from the standardized
frequency count tallies suggests that there are differences between
remedial' and nonremedial writers; remedial and nonremedial writers
do not exhibit similar error frequencies with regard to particular
errors. Remedial writers pioduce significantly more sentences fragments
of particular varieties than nonremedial writers: relative clause (

fragments, for, example/for instance fragments, nonspecific adverb.aiqkk
adjective.modifier fragments and fragments caused by the deletion cp
a,subject are especially evident in' developmental writing. Also evident
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in remedial writing, but not sharply gradie0r, are fragments caused
by the misapprehension of an infinitive wor4 group or an -ing ward
*group as a sentence: theSe fragments appeared with the most frequency
in the 110 samples and with the least frequency in the 112 samples,
causing a significant difference in the averages of the standardized
number of occurrences between those two groups, but not between 110 and
111/112 writers. Regarding the comparisons of the average number of
T -quits per essay among the groups, a different pattern emerged.
English 112 essays had the most T-units per essay, do the avprage;
English 111 essays had the least. Since word counts for ea4h'essay
were not tallies t i i..ssible to dete e to what extent the
number of T-units i corre ated with essay ngth or with mean T-unit
length.

elations Between Errors

To determine if Correlations existed between particular error types
specified in the Frequency Count Grid, correlation coefficients were
generated. TheSe analyses were Performed to determine error correlations
within the entire groupiof three hundred essays and for each subgroup:
110 essays, 111 essays and 112 essays.

In general,greatest number of correlationsfpetween error types
for the entire group were accounted for-by correlations between error
types within 110 Ts-says. The least number of correlations between error
types for the entire group were accounted for by dorrelationsetween
error types within 112 essays. Furthermore, although some overlap of
error correlation between groups was evidenced by the data, by and
large, each group (110, 111, 112) exhibited it own pattern of error
correlatipns. (See Appendix G, Tables 1-4 for the correlation co-

efficients.) The following table summarizes ,these findings:

TABLE 1-Correlations Between Bevised Frequency Count Grid (Appendix E)

Variable Overall (N*300)
27"

110 (N*100) 111 (N*100)

. .

112 (N100)

IA 2K** 2G** 2B**,1)3*

20 i 4A1** 04E**

2E** . 6**

21** 7**

2X** -0 -

41,1** -0

5**,

** -0

)
00

1.3 IA* 2A**

2A**-0 23**

5*

...

* Significant at .05'level

** Significant at .01 level

In the Overall Column 0,1,2 means also significant for 110(0), 111(1), or
112(2)
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LE 1-Correlailions Bemoan Revised Frequency Count Grid (AOPendim E) Variables

Variabli Overall (N*300) 110 ()Ai00)J 111 (N*100) 112 (N*100)

a
2A Lk* 13**

13** -0 4A1*
,

4A1**-0 . 5*
.

5**...:0

43 ,

' 23 2C** -0 2C* 2D** IAA*
, 2D** -0,1 ZD** 21** k

2L** i
3 23** -0 23**

3* -0 3**
4E**-0 4E*
4G** -0 4G*

.

2C 23**-0 as* '
zo* -o 2G**
4E* -0 4E** ,

.

4

' ZD 23**-0,1 23** 23 **
3**...° '3* 2X*

4A3**-4 4A3*
.

i

,
.

2E 27** -0 212* 2.L** 4A1**
2G** -0 f zo** 4A3** 6**
2L"-1 .

4A3**-1
1 7t i

27 2E*4-0 /2E*

( 44.' 4
2G

.

;3* -0 ( 23* LA**
2C* -0 ; 2C*.* 615*(

tE** -0 . ) 2E**
,- 2X**-4 . 2X*

1. .

za 11,1*' 28**
23** -0 2X*

2.X** -0 40**
.

iret-0 ,,-**).

.
44

.

21 1A**
',

2XA* .
9**

7Z** -0 4A1*

4 41,1**-4 7** /
t. 7**

..
,-4

-
. ...9,33*-32

...-

23 2X** 2L* .

1 2L** -0 63**

* Significant at .05 level
. ** Significant ac .01 level

In the Ow all Column 0,1,2 mains also significantlior 110(0), 111(1), or
1 )
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ABLE 1 -Correlations,Between Revised Frequency Count Grid (Append.ix E) Variables
4

Variable Overall (N*300) 110 (N*100) . 111 (N -100) 112 (13 *100)

2K
'

1A.**-0

2G**-0
211**-0

21**-0
2J**
2L**-1

141**
7**-0

16.**

2G*

212*

21*

7*

.

ar
2B*
2D*
2L**

. 4F**
.

2L

/

,2E**-1

2J**-0
2:4**-1

40**-1

2J*

.

,

2B**
2E**
2K**

4A3**

vit

3 A )
2B**-0

20**-0
2B*
2D*

4F*11
.

4A1 ' 1A**-0
2A**-0
21**-0 .

ZK**

6**-2

LA**
2.0

21*
7**

5*

.

2E**

6**

,

4A2 4D**-0
9**-0

4D**
,_.)

. 9**
.

4A3

6
2D**-0
2,E**1

.21:**-1

4D* -0

20*
.,., 4D**

.

r

2

21.**

"(
,

1.-

4B 4C**-0
,

4C**

-

4C
*----

4B**-0
9**-1

4B**

4D 4L2**-0
4A3* -0-

4A2**
4A3**

6C**,

4E

/
A

28* :0

.2C* -0
68**-0,1 -.1w

8* -1,2

213*

2C**

6B**
.

.

LA**
63*
8**

8**

4F - .
8** . 3**

4G

.

2B**-0
211**-0

23*
213**

.

* Significant at .05. level
** Significant at .01 level

In the Overall Column 0,1,2 means also significant for 110(0), 111(1), or
112(2).
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-TABLE 1- Correlations Between Revised Frequency Count Grid (Appendif E) Variables

Variable Overall .(1-17300) 1110 (N -100( -111 (N.100) 112 (N100)

5 10-k.-4

1B**-0
111**

ZA*
4A1* 9**

ZA**-0

i ii

6
i

lb.**-0 16.** 2E**
401**-2 4A1**

613 4E**-0,1 ZJ** / 2G*

4E**----/ 4E*

6C** .

6C 6B** 41)**

70 10*-0' 16.**

2E* 2I**
, 2I**-0 ZE* *

ZE**-0 %4A1**

4A1**-0

84 4E* -1,2 4E** 4E**
4/*

9 2I**-2 44A2**- 4C** 2I**
4A2**-0 5**

4C**-1

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

111 [he Ovary-LC Col= 0,1,2 mesas also significant for E10(0), 111(1), or
La (2).

Some remarks can be made about error patterns for the entire group.
Those students who tended to write run-on sentences (especially run-on
sentences without conjunctive adverbs), also tended to write sentence
fragments. Those students who wrote comma splices, however, did not
necessarily write fragments; comma splice faults correlated with a
variety of dysfunctions: run-on senteqFes, fragments, and awkward
constructions. Among those fragments haft seemed to occur most often
in the presence of other fragments, reletive,clause fragments, fragments
resulting from the separation of part of a compound predicate from the
rest of the sentence, and infinitive group fragments ranked the highest.
The sentence fFagments,most often occurring with different kinds of
awkward sentenees were relative cladse fragments and fragments caused
as a result of a deleted predicate, although these overall correlations
may be due latgely to the effect of 110 students. Among the awkward
sentences\examined, awkward sentence's as a result of a misplaced modifier
(with the exception of misplaced relative clauses) seemed to be
correlated most highly with various types of sentence fragments.

Regarding error patterns for 110 (remedial) students, the group
of dysfunctions most highly correlated with all other dysfunctions was



the group of sentence figments, esPec lly relative clause fragments.
The type of awkward sentence that occu ed most often with sentence
fragments was the dysfunction that is caused when a subject is turned
into a modifier: .11:handling his money problems was difficult for
,George." Awkward sentence types frequehtlyscorrelated with the general
group of dysfunctional sentences were sentences with -ing word danglingi
modifiers and sentences in which two adjectivals meant to modify the
same noun were poorly placed.

4

Although much less frequent, error correlations for 111 students
were similar to those of 110 students, with some exceptions. Sentence,
'fragments occurred most frequently in the presence of other sentence
fragMents and did not often appear to be correlated with awkwardly
constructed dysfunctional sentences. No one awkward sentence appeared
to be highly correlated wnh many others, but-in general--sentences
involving "modification problems" (items Ilyk-G, Appendix E) seemed to
occur most often with dysfunctional sentences; other than fragments or
run-on sentences.

4

The Occurrence of errors in the 112 samples was infrequent; hence,
the fewest number of'significant correlations was generated regarding
this group. In addition, no particular structure appeared to be most
often correlated with other dysfunctions foundin the writing of this
/group. However, misused passive and "modification problems" (items,
IVA-G, Appendix E) seemed"to be correlated with other errors slightly
more often than were the rest of the thirty one frequency count
dysfunctions.

THE LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS

Data generated from the linguistic analysis was standardized by
dividing it by the number of dysfunctional T-units. In addition, before
any analyses were performed on the data, histograms and two-way
frequency tables were generated for each of the variables (a variable --=
the standardized number of occurrences for each of the categories
listed on the O'Donnell- Gebhard Linguistic Analysis Worksheet; see
Appendix D) in order to determine if the distribution of each standard-
ized variable was similar across groups (110, 111, 112). Since there
were no major differences, no additional means of standardization were
necessary, and the two major analyses of the data--an analysis of
variance to determine if the dysfunctional sentences in the,three groups
diff*red with regard to specific T-unit patterns and transformations and
a. Pearson's Correlation coefficients test to determine if selected
transformations grouped together (correlated with one another)--were,
performed. Data genefated regarding any category labeled "other" was
not.inciuded in the report since "other" was a catch-all category and
the structures represented could not be specified.

Group Comparisons

0

F tests comparing frequency of occurrence of standardized means for
selected variabled from the O'Donnell-Gebhard" linguistic analysis work-
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shget were performed. Two sets of variables were compared in tklis
manner: frequencies regarding all Sentence Combining Transfoidations
except those involving coordinate structures (Part II, variables 1-41).
as well as methods of Loose Modification (Part IV, variables 44-51).
T-uret patterns were examined with a chi-square analysis since only
one pattern was recorded Per worksheet. (SeeAppendix

The analysis of varfance (F tests) revealed that there was no
significant difference between the three groups (110, 111, 112) with
regard to the sentence combining transformations or me thhes of loose
modification found in the. dysfunctional sentences from the 30Q writing
samples: no significant differences in standardized means Mr any of
the variables were found (see Tables 1-43 in Appendix H). There was
one exception: regarding the use of sentence combining transformations
in the edbeddtng of direct objects (Table 18), a difference in
groups was detected at the .05 level of.sigaificance. A Duncan teat
revealed that English 110 fientences, did not differ from those of ;11
or 112 with regard to.the use of these transformations; however, q
English 111 sentences did differ from those of 112.

The chi-square test, used to examine T-unit pattern frequencies,
revealed that there was significant difference between the three groups
regarding T-unit patterns within the dysfunctional sentences from the
300 writing samples. This test did, however, produce a warning
regarding the level of significance; therefore, _it was rerun and

f T-enit patterns which had cells with small expected values were omitted
from the analysis. Again, the results of the test revealed significant,
difference between the three groups. Although a few cells with small
expected values still remained, the analysis was not done a third time
since elimination of these cells would nbt change significance--their
contribution to the chi-square statistic was small. iThe overall
significance value generated by th first chi-square test was 50.797

ewith 28 degrees of freedom. The obability that there was a significantD
relationship between group and T-unit-pattern use was 0.0053, which is
significant at the 0.01 level. The overall significance value generated
by the second chi-square test was 30.557 with 14 degrees of freedom.
The. probability luggested by thib fibre (that there was a significant
relationship between group and T-unit pattern use) was 0.0064, which is

.significant at the 0.01 level.

Regarding differing use of each of the patterns by each of the
grOUps (110, 111, 112), an examination of frequencies and column

,percentages (see Appendix I) generated by the chi-square analysis
suggests divergence between groups in the'case of some of the T-unit
patterns: SVO (Subject/Transitive Verb/Direct Object), SVCa (Subject/
Linking Verb/Adjective Complement), There VS (There/Verb/Subject), It VS
(It/Verb/Subject), Requests/Commands, and Partial or Incomplete
sentences. The only instance in which the use of a T-unit pattern associated
with dysfunctional sentences seemed far greater for 112 sentences than
for either 110 or 111 sentences was regarding the pattern SVO; of
those who were in 112, 37.31% used this pattern in dysfunctional
sentences as opposed to 23.63% for 110 and 28.69% for,111. Several
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patterns evidenced little use by 112,students compared to use nf these
patterns by 110 and'111 students? T-unit pattern SVCa and those
T -units that were incomplete (partial) were used more often ;by 110 and
111 students in their gYsfUnctional sentences. As a group, those
T-unit pattrns involving inversions of normal patterns seemed to be
more associated with dysfunctional sentences hem -110 and/or 111
samples than from 112 samples. In particular, imperative T-unit 4

patterns (Request, Command) were'found in virtually none of the
dysfunctional sentences for 111 and 112 studentS; the T-unit Pattern
involving the insertion of It and the inversion of subject and verb I

(ItVS) was not used much by 111 and 112 students in their dysfunctional
sentences (use of this pattern increased: 112 writers used it the
least, 110 writers,used it the most); the* T-unit pattern involving
.the insertion of There and the inversion of subject and verb (ThereVS)
was/used the least by 112 writers and the most by 111 writers.

In general, T-unit patterns in dysfunctional sentences seemed more
similar between developmental (110) tnd introductory college level
writers (111), than between introductory college writers and advanced
writers (112)--if, indeed, any such generalization can be drawn.

Correlations Between Errors

Pearson Correlation Coefficients were used in order to d termine
if there were significant correlations between selected variables from
the O'Donnell-Gebhard Linguistic Analysis Worksheet (see- Tables 1 -4
in Appendix J). Transformations used in the production of headed and

"uenon-headed nominal structures were examined in conjunction with
transformations related to the function of these structures, to test for,
correlations. As designated on the worksheet, headed nominals in
sentences consist of a "head" noun + a noun-modifier:

.
NP, NP(s

-..

NP,
NPR S NP S NP

...--

S
i ....-"s I /------..., 1 211-2===-
the the man was nice the the woman was the the child
man woman in the park' child 'yawned -

the nice man the woman in the park ttiiliectghoawned

NP .
NP NP

Non-headed nominal structures in SeaTnnces consist of a group of wordsr
that functions as a noun:

NP

someone sings

NP

'S

She did what

NP

s
I

John argues

aSingin is fun What she did is nice For John to argue is
-"Mc

futile
NP NP NP
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'Headed and non-headed nominals can-function in a variety of ways: as.

'subjects,sobjects; indirect objects, subjeCt complements, object.com-
i

plements, appositiOns within sentences, etc.; relationships between
'nominal structure and function were examined to determine if correla-i
ILions existed. In addition, pladement of loose modificational
structures (see page 11') was examined in conjunction with some of the
combining transformations which produce these structures--adverbial
Structures such as adverbial clauses and sentence adverbials and selected
Movable headed gaMinal structures (14"+ N apposition, N + relative
clauses, N + relative clauses with pronoun deleted, and N + participal
Phrase)--to test for correlations. Possible correlaticis between these
variaVariables were sought in order to determine if the.variables occurred inbles

dysfunctional sentences and to determine if these patterns
were the same or different between the groups (110, 111; 1125.

A H

The test for correlation zevealdd little patternini among the
-selected variables., in,general,' more positivelCorrelations between
combining transformations used in the production of nominal structures
and cozOining transformitions related to the'function of these
structures occurred when headed noun phrases were used as subjects,
objects, and subject complements within sentences; this was true for
all three groups. Although no generalizations about the data can be
formulated, indiVidual positive correlations are of interest: for
example, variable 22 (nominal stricture which functions as subject
complement) correlates highly with var ble 5 (N + relative clause)
in both 110 and 112 dysfunctional sen nces, but not in 111 dysfundtion-
al sentences:- that is, in the dysfunct Ual sentences examined,
nomlnals modified by relative clauses whirr ere then used as subject
complements in sentences appeared in dysl onal sentences of 110
and 112%writers,'but this combination Oas n significant ih the dysfunc-
tional sentenceCof 111 writers. 'The following tales summarize these

:findings .

TABLE 1- Correlations Between 0:Donmell-Gabhard Variables 19-26 and` 1-18
. (Appendix 0)

Variable Overall (N208) 110 (14090) 111 (N69) 112 (N49)

T19 ii** -2 T3* T3 *- T1**
T3** -0,1,2 T4** T7** - T3*
T4** -0,2 T8** T4**
T7**-1,2 T7* ,

T9**

T12*

T20 T3*
T7* 714**

T8* T10** T16*
, ' T10* -0 T12**

T12** -0

' T14** -1
"A

T21 .

* Significant it .05 level
** Significant at-.01 level

In the Overall Column 0,1,2 means also significant from 110(0), 111(1), or
112(2).
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TABLE 1- Corrals t ns Btween O'Donnell-Gabbard Variables 19-26 sada-18
AD en L

Variable Over (3m;08) . 110 (p90) ,' 111 (8469) 112 (N*49)

.T22 ' "T1** -1 T54 Tl** T5**
T3** -1 T12** -, T3**

T5** -0,2 T16** T7**
T7**-1 /- T9**
T9**-1 .

fit

T23 T1** -0 T1** .

T8* -0 T8**
.

T12**-ct T12**
T14*

I

, ...-

T24 T2** -1,2 T2** T2**
T17**A T14*

T16*
T17**

T25 T5** -0 T5** ,

T26 T12**

TABLE 2- Correlations Dew= O'DoS;a-Gebhard,Variables 44-51 and 28-41
- (Appendix DX

Variable Overall (N0208) 110 (N*90) 111 (N069) 112 (N-49)

T44 , T28** -0

T32**-1
(

...., 128**
T35*

T32**

T45

.

T39**m1,2

g91::
T31**
T39**

T46 T34.!* -2

-

/ 134**

T47 T30** -0
----,

T30**

.

T48
.

. f

T49a . .

-,..

T51

, -s

* Significant at :05 level
**-.Significant at .01 level

Lc the Overall Column 0:1,2,meangirso significant from 110(0), 111(1), or -

112(2).
k

tt
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TA3I4 3- Correlations Between O'Donnell-Cebhird Variables 44.51 and With 2,5,6,9
Om end

V

I

Variable Overall (N*208) 110 (N*90) 111 (N*69) ,112 (N*49)

T44 t

T45
r

T2**

T46 i2** , T9**

T47 T2**-2
...\ T2**

T48
Mt .

T49 T6; / .

T51 ------.....--

1

,

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

In the Overall Column 0,1,2 means also significant
112(2).
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CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

MAJOR FINDINGS

1. Comparisons of the average standardized rate Of occurrence
for the standardized frequency count variables (dysfunctions) revealed
that there were signifibant differences among the three gioups--110,
111, 112--with regard to particular variables.

An analysis of variance test showed that there were significant,
differences among the three groups for thirteen of the thirty-two
standardized frequency count variables examined. In addition, regard-
ing ten of the thirteen variables found to be significant among the It

three groups, Duncan's Multiple Range test revealed .that the average
of the standardized number of occurrences for each variable was not
significantly different between 111 and 112; blit was significantly
different between 110 and both 111 and 112. Therefore, certain types
of common structural errors'do occur with greater frequency in remedial
writing.

2. Correlation coefficients, which were generated in order to
determine if correlations existed between particular error types.
specified on the frequency count grid, indicated a number of positive
correlations: in gene , the greatest number of correlations found
fog' the entire group (al three hundred writing samples from 110, 111,
and 112) were Accounted f r by correlations between error types within
110 essays; thiA/east num er of correlations between error--types for
the entire group were act ted for by correlations between error types
within 112 essays. Altho gh some overlap of error correlation between
groups (110, 111, 112) evidenced by the data, by and large, each group
exhibited its own patte of error correlations. That is, error
correlatiobs in 110 essays were different than error correlations in

/fill essays, and error correlations in 112 essays were different than
error correlations in 110 and 111 essays. Regarding error patterns

, for remedial writers (110), the group of dysfunctions most highly
correlated with all other dysfunctions was the group of sentence
fragments, especially relative clause fragments (It is the book. Which
we read.).

3.. A comparison of average standardized rates of occurrence'for
selected variables from the O'Donnell rd Linguistic Analysis
Worksheet revealed no significant differenc between the three groups
(110, 111, 112) with regard"to the occurrent of these variables.
F tests comparing frequency of occurrence.of standardized means for
these variables showed no differences in means, with one exception.
Therefore, dysfunCtional sentences from the essays of the three groups
(110, 111, 112) did not differ from one another with regard to these
combining transformations.

The chi-square test used toexakne T-unit pattern frequehcies
revealed that-there was significant difference between the three groups.
Hence, dysfunctional sentences in the essaysippi-the three groups of
writers did differ from one another with regard to )unit pattern use.
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4. Correlation coe ficients 14140 were gengrated in order to
determine if-there were ignificant correlations between variables'
from the- OIDO and worksheet revealed little patterning among
the variables. However, more positive correlations between combining
transformations occurred when headed noun phrases were used,as subjects,
objects, or subjedt complements within sentences.

DISCUSSION"

A comparison of the occurrence of selected dysfunct R.s in the
writing of pre-freshmen clearly indicates that d.evelopmenta iters
differ from nondeveloplkntal writers with regard to standardi d error
frequency?: this wasro,be expected. Of interest, however, is
that when.Selected error occurrence in the writing of developmental
writers was compared with selected error occurrence in the writing of
nondevelopmental writers with regard to thirty-one,"commonly occurring"
errors,.developmental writers differed sharply from nondevelopmental
writers with regard to merely ten of these errors; in the case of two
additional errors, a gradual or gradient stratification could be
observed: developmental pre-freshman writers did not significantly
differ from average (111) pre=freshman writers with regard to the
,commissionof these particular dysfunctions; they did, however, differ
from advance (112) pre-freshman writers. There was no significant
difference been groups, then, regarding the frequency of occurrence
of'the other nineteen dysfunctions. For example, deVklopmental
writers did produce significantly more fragments involving the separ-
ation'of a relative clause modifier from the rest of the sentence than
did nondevelopmental writers, but, they did not produce significantly
more fragments involving the separation of a modified appositive from
the rest,of the sentence than did nondevelopmental writers,1 This
pattern,of difference can also be observed regarding varidds types of
awkward sentences: developmental writers wrote significantly greater
numberaof%some awkward sentencesAut not others.

Since the-sample of three hundred epsays was not examined with
regard to nondysfunctional sentences as Well as dysfunctiaaal ones,
it is impossible to say whether, or to what extent, these developmental
writers'- uccessfully producedsentences containing various structures
that were,dysfunctionally used in sentences analyzed inthis study.
However," some speculation as to why the developmental writers differed
from nondevelopmental writers with regard to only particular error
frequencies can be made: Kellogg Hunt (1977) describes what he
designates as "early" and "late" blooming syntactic structures.
Coordiile4 T -units and coordinated predicates are, for example,
considered early,biooming structures (Cooper and Odell, p. 97). The
embedding of a predicate adjective as a prenominal adjective (Aluminum
is metal. at is abundant. Aluminum is an abundant metal.) produces

3
The Statistical.inalyses were performed on standardized error
frequenAg; all succeeding discussions using frequency of occurrence
should be interpreted accordingly.
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a,structure which "blooms more and more profusely with age'.! (Cooper
and Odell, p. 99).- It is possible that many of the errors which
appeared with significantly greater frequency in the essays produced
by the developmental writers involved "later blooming" structures,.
Two of the dysfunctional structures which occurred with high frequency
in the developmental writing involved the use of the relative clause:
relative. clause fragments and awkwardness as a result of a misused.
relative pronoun.. Loban (1976), in his study of language development,
kindergarten through grade 12, found that the group of students
designated as "Low" used a higher percentage of adjectival clauses
than either the "High" or the "Random" group in grades eleven'and
twelve, although all groups tended to use such'constructions in an
increasing proportion. Loban goes on to interpret these findings:

. . .At that point the Low group begins to manifest what the High
group has exemplified throughout the darly rades, and the High group,
if one inspects itswritten compositions, trnsfers its emphases to It,

adj4c4val participial phrases and other more sophisticated solutions.
(p. 48)." Ott is possible, therefore, that,a sizable prpportion of
the remedial pre7freshmen had not yet mastered Control of this--for
them--late blooming structure, the relative clause. Another structure
which has been identified as late blooming is the free modifier.
Muriel Harris convincingly argues (1981) that sentences involving free
modifying phrases can give college students trouble; such constructions
improperly isolated from the rest of the sentence, become sentence
fragments. Many of the sentence fragments which appeared with sign-
ificantly greater frequency in the essays of the developmental writers
may have indeed resulted from the separation of a free modifier from
the rest of the sentence: "Toledo is a wonderful city, with a populatidn
of one millioi." becomes "Toledo is a wonderful city.. With a population,
of one million." It is likely that pre-freshmen who are developmental
writers would have just begun to experiment with some qt these late
blooming structures and that these late blooming structures might
give them considerable difficulty.

The most significant finding with regard to the data resulting
froth the frequency count error correlations was that each group largely
exhibited its own pattern of errors. And for the group of developmental
writers, unlike either group_of nondevelopmental writers, sentence
fragments--as a group--were most highly correlated with all other
dysfunctions, both fragments And nonfragments. This may support the
notion that developmental writers, experiencing difficulty with
various late-blooming structures, produce a variety of errors- -
sentence fragments, awkward sentences7-having to do with the use of
such structures, all of which are highly correlated with one another.
More skillful writers, on the other hand, do not consistently produce
fragmented sentences when using these structures; therefore fragments,
as a group, are not highly correlated with_other dysfunctions.

Another implication of the error correlations findings is that it_
may be possible to use a particular structure or set of structures
highly: correlated with errors found in the writing of a particular
group as an "Objective" indicator of that group, for placement purposes-.
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That -is, if it cap be shown ihat-relative clause fragments are always
highly correlated with particular dysfunctions found in developmental
writing, it may bippossible to use the presence of such fragments as
an objective indicator of developmental -level writing. However, more
examinations of and comparisons between errors found in the writing of
developmental and nondevelopmental writing'will have to be performed
to determine the feasibility of this idea.

With the exceptioa,of the data having to do with T-unit pattern
frequencies, data generated from the linguistic (O'Donnell/Gebhard
worksheet) analysis of all of the dysfunctional sentences from each
of the three bundred writing samples. is inconclusive: no clear
tendencies or trends can be established; nbr does the data establish
any significant difference between groups (110, 111, 112).

if

T-unit pattern use, however, was. significantly different between
groups: titers within the three4groups differed from one another
'With respect to-ese of one or more of the T-unit patterns. Whether
this implies that certain T-unit patterns figure more prominently in
the dysfunctional sentences of a particular group of writers than in
the dysfunctional sentences of another group of writers, for example
moreqn the dysfunctional sentences of developmental writers than in
those of nondevelopmental writers, can not be determined on the bAsis
of this data. A comparisin of T-unit frequencies for each group
(110,0.11, 112) from nondysfunctional sentences, from the same 300
essaye was"not performed; consequently, it is uncertain whether there
would be significant difference between the groups regarding T-unit
pattern use in nondysfunctional sentences, or--if there were significant
difference--if the same pattern bf differences would be evident within
an equal number of nondysfunctional sentences from the sample. Never-

, theless, for 110 and 111 writers, those T-unit patterns involving
inversions of normal sentence order seemed to occur with greater
frequency in their dysfunctional sentences. From this, it may be
surmised that writingisentences with T-units having an inversion of
normal word order waia more difficult task for all but the most
advanced of'the prd-freshmen (112).

'Although the test for correlation between data from the linguistic
analysis revealed little patterning among. the variables, individual
positive correlations are of interest, especially since some of these
correlations 6eem to support the interpretation of some dysfunsgons

terms of early and late-blooming structures. One of the groups'of
eOrrelations examine& was the relationship between selected comining
transformations which can produce adjectival and adverbial free
modifiers (variables T2,.T5, T6, and T9 and variables T28-T41) and
the positions in which these free modifiers can occur (variables T44,
T45, and T46).

Interestingly, regarding loose modificational structures in either
medial or final position, the vast majority of positive correlations with
various combining transfbrmations were for 1,11 and ,112 writers. These
positivecorrelations, appearing in the dysfunctional sentences,
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were between tranformatians that produce particular free modifi-1
cational structures and the occurrence of these structures in
medial and 'final sentence. position. The fact that these positive
correlations were observed largely.for 111 and 112 writers and not.

for developmental writers (110) suggests at least two possible con-
clusions: 110 writers are using these free modifiers, in initial,
medial, and final sentence position, and they are-using them success-
fully--becAuseno positive correlations are evident; or 110 writers are
not using free mpdifUrs Ivry. much in medial and final sentences po
so that positive correlations betweerk transformations which produc

tion

these modifying structures and these structures being used in media or
final sentence position are not evident within the T-Units in their
dysfunctional sentences. The first explanation/conclusion,does not
seem to be justifiable since it is established on the basis of the'
frequency count data that 110 writers are, very likely, experiencing
difficulty in the use of free modifiers--at.least in sdntence final
positionsix:18e such, use may be the cause of particular sentence
fragments,found in their writing. Additionally, the latter interpret-
ation merits consideratioh for a reason other than that it remains by
default: In a resent article (1981), Muriel 'Bettis summarizes and
supplements rather strong evidence which supports the notion that
-final free modifiers are later blooming structures than initial free
modifiers. Regarding positive correlations between final position and
various tranformations producing free modificational structures in
all of the,dysfuntional sentences from all three hundred samples, the
greatdSt number of positive core ations were in sentences from 112
essays, and 112 writers are the st "advanced" group of writers.

Other interesting speculations also emekge,lealong similar lines.
In the case of medial free modifiers, it may be that interjected
adverbialeare later blooming /structures. The data seems to suggest
this:, a positive correlation between variable T39, the combining
transformation(s) associated with interjected adverbials, and
variable T45, medial loose modification, appears in dysfunctional
sentences of 111 and,112 writers, but not in the dysfunctional sentences
of 110 writers, who may not be using Such a combination sufficiently
foF a positive correlition to appeer,intheir dysfunctional sentences.,
It is possible that this data, although it is sparse and by no means
conclusive, maybe able to provide more specific iormation about the,
nature of eatly and late blooming syntactic strus.ftes.

IMPLICATIONSTOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The results of this study, indicate that, as expected, developmental
writes differ from noddevelopmental writers in that they produce
signiAicantIy more syntactic errors than do nondevelopmental writers.
It is also evident that this is not true for all syntactic dysfunctions,
but fot selected ones. What is still not clear from this study is
whether developmental writers as a group produce dysfunctional sentences
that are uniqde, that are different than dysfunctional sentences produced
by nondevelopmental writers. The data seems to suggest that--at least

r in terms of sentence combining transformations used in the production
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of T-units which form the dysfunctional sentences -- developmental
writers do not differ from other writers in this respect. However,
the fact that, in this study, developm ntal writers did not differ
from nondevelopmental writers with res ect to coNing transformations
used in-T-units within their dysfuncti al sentence may Mean that
their sentences differed in some other respect not measured by this
method. Or it may mean that the instrument used to examine the
combining transformations did not adequately reflect which transfor-
mations were used, or which transformations werq ubed in combination
with other transformations and in what Order. It would be of interest
to develoci an instrument which could be used to give limited,
specific information about the structure of dysfunctional sentences- -
if the development of such an instrument is feasible.

There'is a growing body of literature devoted to the examination
of error production. Sometimes called error analysis, this approach
to error examination shifts the focus Of"attention,from the error to
the .process. that produced the error. Clearly, although some speculation
about the processes that produced sentence dysfunctions can be made
after as examination of data generated from a study of this sort,
such ruminations must remain in the realtof speculation. Therefore,
large-scale studies of error production--which not only examine error
products, but which also are designed to effectuate more accurate
theorizing about the causes of such errors--should be the goal of
future researchers. David Bartholomae (1980) offers some useful
suggestions to this end.

Related to the problem of error production is another matter
concerning cognition-=the perception of error. Joseph Williams (1981)
in his provocative essay, "The Phenomenology of Error," raises an
interesting issue: "When we read for typos, letters constitute the
field of attention; content becomes virtually inaccessible. When we
read for content, semantic structures constitute the field of attention;
letters--for the most part--recede from our consciousness" (p. 154).
The implication is clear: if error is sought, it will be found,

,regardless of whether or not it might be perceived in a "real-life"
context. It is tmpossible to determine to what extent the dysfunctions
looked'for and tallied during the frequency count analysis might or
might not have been perceived in "real-life" contexts. One may
hazard the guess that in a "real" context the errors found in the
writing samples produced by the developmental pre-freihmen wou10,
appear even more prevalent becaUse fewer` errors might'have been .

perceived in the 111 and 112 essays--they are certainly more fluent
pieces of writing. (A reader probably notices fewer mistakes if

1 he/she is actively engaged in reading ajiusnt piece of writing.) And,
' regarding the notion of context, it is gm entirely reasonable to
-..speculate that all three iroups of writers (110, 111, 112) might
not have performed similarly under dgferent circumstances: all of
the writing samples were college placement exams; many of ,the students

been exercising theif"best" writing behavior. On the
other hand, many of the students might have done more poorly than usual
because of stress' or because of the artificiality 'of the circumstances.
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Cert ly, any future research studies concerning error, which attempt
to address the problem of context--whether op the part of the reader
or on the part of the writer--could provide valuable insights about
many aspects of the writing process.

p
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APPENDIX A 41/

The EntiTA-Keoement Test that you will be taking today isn't the normal kind
of test; that is, yq can't pass or fail, it. Instead, the purpose of this tes4As
to discover your str ngths and 'weaknesies in writidg so that you can be placed in
the English compos ion course which will be mostpffective in developing your pro-
ficiency in exp tory writing.

Nattoryou- have comp-leted your essay, a trained staft evaluate it In the
following areas: awareness-of audience, organization, development of ideas, mech-
anics (spetiFFnigi punctuation., capitalization), standard English usage,. sentence
structure, and word choice. Yo0 will then be pieced in English 110, 111, or 112,
depending on the 'type and intensity of instruction that you need to succeed in
writing tasks which' you. Trey encounter throughout your qoliege education .and beyond.
A few of your whose writingsktils are extremely strong may be recommended for exemp-
tion from awl freshman-tort-tins-courses; you will be .required to satisfy the research
paper requi-rement beloreyour exemptioh4s complete.

DIRECTIONS FiR PRETEST

1. Print your nammfliast name first), yOur social security number, your home
address, your college (Artd & Sciences, Business Administration, Education,
Health and Community Services, Music), and the date on the frpnt of your
bluebook. a'

indicate the form of your pretest (A,8,C,D) in the upper right hand corner
of your bluebook.

3. Indicate'whIch topic you have chosen by writing th number of the topic on
the first page of your bluebook.'

4. Wrif a coherent' and organized composition on on .of the assigned topics
' that you find at the bottom of this sheet.

5. Write on every other line; yfou may write on'Wth sides,of each page.

6. Some helpful hints in planning and organizing your composition..
a. You should take a few minute-a: to think about your topic carefully.
13, Your introductory paragraph thouid include your central (main) idea

or thes14. 4

c. You should include at least thee points abo your topic in following
paragraphs and develop each point with speci rc details and/or examples.

d. Yo4'thould conclude your composItion by res tins or summarizing your
central idea in terms of the information you have developed.

1$
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

PRETEST TOPICS

4

1. Choose one of the following elements -- race, religion, family background,
home environment, community.environment

-- and explain in a well-developed com-
prehensive composition how this element .has influenced your way of thinking,
feeling, understanding or misunderstanding. How has this element he4ed shaped
your identity?- Be sure tagive seecifie-, detailed examples from your experience as
you discuss the aspect thatyou have. chosen as important in shaping your identity.
Write in a semiformal to formal.style, directing your essay to a group of educated
addlts (e.g., a group of your peers).

2. Most. of-ma have a favorite television-character.. This character may be-
appearing currentlyt(Rhoday Barettai one of Charlie's Angels, Archie Bunker, SteveAustin,: Olivia Nalton or -he /she may be:from a program that is-no longer on the
air (TEA Baxter, Marcus Welby, Jot Gannonl.Ralph Cramden, Felix Unger)... Describe
this-character through incidents from actual episodes and explain why he/sheis your favorite. Or, capare/contrast two characters. Or, try to define a par-ticular type of Character, eupportingyour-definition withoappropriate characters.
Write your essay to an audience of educated adults (e.g., your peer),in a semi-
formal taiformal style.

PRETEST RESULTS

When you see your adviser, he /she will tell you your English placement.
Please read--througia.the descriptions of each placement level so that you will
understand mar placement and the options available to you.

110_- meansurwriting shows that you need intensive instruction
in mechanics (spelling, punctuation, capitalization), standard
English usage, and sentence structure.

111 - mans that your writing shows that you need instruction in
orgarizing and developing your ide-s and some continued
practice in mechanics, standard English usage, and sentence
structure as you write for an audience of your peers.

4L
112 -ens that your writing shows that you have basia control

of your organization and development, your mechanics,
standard English usage, and sentence structure and that you
need to work is furthering your skills particularly in ex-
pression, organization and development, sentence structure and
word choice as, you write for as. variety of audiences.

EXEMPT. In order to be exempted from English 112, t composition require-ment, you must write a proficient pretest (sophistiated in all respects) andsatisfy the research paper requirement. If you satisfy the first requirement
(a proficient ou. Must see Kathy Hart to find out how to complete the
research paper requirement in,order to be exempted from English 112. After being
exempted, you are eligible to take credit-by-examination for English 112.

If you have any questions, please contaJk Kathy Hart, 510 Moseloy*Hall,
372 -0019 or 372,-0133-
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APPENDIX B

%Instruct ionaloauhric Grid

L. Awareness of Audience
A. Your tone is appropriate for the audience that you

are addressing. YES NO
B. Your tone is consistent throughhut the essay and

helps to emphasize and support the developmeat of
your thesis. (27c.d) YES NO

C. You have kept the point of view consistent-shifting
pronouns and/or verb tenses only where such a shift
is loMiCal and necessary. (27a,b.e; 7d) SCORE YES NO

ft. Organization and Development
A. Organization

t. Your essay has a clear thesis (cOntrolliaZ
.idea or centralized purpose) which is either
stated or implied. (32a) YES NO

2. Your thesis is appropriately limited with
respect to the topic. (32a) YES NO

3. Your method of organization is appropriate to the
purpose of your paper. (32b-e.g) , YES NO4. There are adequate. transitions betwess the
Paragraphs. (31b) yffIS. NO

5. The main idea within each paragraph p;ogressets in
a coherent fashion. (3lb) ,

progress
YES NO

6. Ideas prissoted in the, essay progress in a coherent
fashion. 024.0 YES NO

7. Your thesis is adequately.introduced. (32g) YES NO
8. Your essay is concluded adequately. (32g) _ its NO.

8. Development
1. %Tbe ideas in support of the thesis are adequately

explained. (31c.d) YES NO
2. The ideas in support of the thesis are adequsteli

illustrated and/or argued through the use uffspecilto
examples. (31c.d) YES NO

3. Argumeots,Ain support of the thesis are logically
Presented. (31c,d; 23a-d) . SCORE YES NO

ill. Mechanics. Standard English Upage. ManusOripe Form
,

A. Mechanics
1. There are errors in punctuation (commas, periods,

temloolonne colons, apostrophe's. quotation conventions,
hyphens,dashes. capitalization.)(9.12,13.14.1.5b,18.17,180YES NO2. There are spelling errors (homonyms, others). (18) TES NO1 B. Standard English Usage

1. There are errors in verb and auxillarl forms. (7a-o; la) YES NO
2. There are errors in noun and/or pronoun forms. (1b.c; 5) YES NO
3. There are errors in'adjective and adverb forms. (lc; 4) YES- NO
4. There are errors La subject-verb agreement. (8a)

. YES NO5. There are errors in pronoun-antecedent agreement
and/or unclear referents. (6b; 28) YES hOC. Manuscripp_form

1. Thew* are errors in manuscript form. (8) ,_, YES NO
2. There are errors in footnote tpro. (33e) . YES NO
3. There are errors in bibliography fora. (33b) SCORE YES *NO

M. ',Sentence-Structure
A4 Major sentence errors

1. Your essay contains sentences that do not conform
to conventional English structures. YES NO

2. Your essay contains inappropriate, ineftecpive
sentence fragMeats. (2) YES NO

3. Tour essay contains run-on sentence'. (3) YES NOB. Serious sentence errors
,I. Your essay contains comma splices. (3) YES NO
I. Tour essay contains vague, unclear, and/or awkward

sentences. (1; 22a-c; 23b.c; 25a.b; 26a..01) /. YES N3
3. Tour essay contains sentences in which compound and i.--

complex structures are not adequately and logically
controlled. (22a.b ; 24a-c) TES NO

C. Style -.
1. Your sentences are adequately varied. (24a.b; 30a-e) YES NO
2. Your sentencirstruCturs helps to emphasize and

support the development of your thesis. (89a-b)SCORE TES NO

V. Word Choice
A. Your word choice is generally appropiiate for the

audience that you are addressin. (19b-h) YES NO
B. Your word choice is generally

'1. Vagueness is avoided. (20a) TES SO
2. Overused expressions are avoided. (20c) YES NO
3. Wordiness and/or repetitious word choice in

,avaided. (2ft-0 r 7 TES NO
C. YouNtave used words appropriately with respect to

denotation and connotation (no more than three words are
Used incorrectly).(I8a,i; 20a.b) ,.

YES NO
O. Your word choice and ibagery are clear and effective and

. contribute to the development of your thesis. (20a)SCORS TES NO
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APPENDIX B (Continued)

Instructional Rubric
Guidelines for Instructors,

Please read these guidelines before you try to explain the rubric
to your students. The guidelines have been designed as a kind of hand-
book for the rubric and, wherever possible, examples have been provided
to clarify points that could beconfusing to your students.

-)Yclu will notice that Category I is now_ called "Awareness o
not "Expression." It was the feeling of the GSW committee that expression
or originality should not be a separate category but that, instead, it
should be accounted for in each of the five catbgories, that expression
of originality depended upon the effectiveness of tone, the effective-
ness of the mechanics, usage, the effectiveness of sentence structure,
and the effectiveness'of word choice. In this rubric you will be able
to assure students of the overall effectiveness of each area while
still being able to point out weaknesses and areas that need improvement.

You will alsp notice thAt the grid is keyed to the Harbrace Handbook
which should save you time in marking the pApers and referring students
to the handbook. Such a saving should allow,you more timefor helpful
commepts throughout and at the end of each essay.

I. Awareness of Audien8e.

Once a student has learned to analyze and, most importantly, to care
about the audience that he/she is writing to and'the subject that he/she
is writing about, problems in consistency of tone (humorous, serious,
-ironic, etc.) and point, of view (pronoun and tense consistency) should
disappear. Nevertheless, etudenta should be made aware of what tone
and point of view are. ,

As you evaluate in this area, note that shifting-.point of view is,
a problem only when such a shift is illogical, unnecessary, or where
it indicates a confusion in the student's mind over who'he/she is talking
to or about.

PRONOUN SHIFTS

ACCEPTABLE: In a Personal experience essay, when a student is relating
an incident..tha he/she hat experienced, it is'appropriate
to use the "I" poizTt of view. However, when the student,
wishes to generalize from-that experience',_ it is appro-
priate to switch to third.person. For example, the
student might write "I learned from this -experience that
a person. ."

ACCEPTABLE: Ili a process essay, for example, a student Maybe trying
to explain to someone else how to do something. Here the
"you." is appropriate. In this same essay, the student
may wish to refer to an experience that he/she, himself/
herself has had with a particular, step in.the'process;
a shift to "I" in such an instance is appropriate.
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UNACCEPTABLE: When A student is relating an incident that he/she has
experienced, he/she should use the "I" point of view but
should not switch to "you" when he/she 2,k4usly still
means "I".

TENSE SHIFTS

Tense shifts usually -occur when a student loses track of what he/40114
means to say. These shifts show-confusion and lack of control on the part
of the student. The logic of the shift is the most important thing to
look for; if switching tenses makes no sense, then the student has a
problem,here.

II.= Organization and Deyelopmeht-

Students in 110 and 111 are generally expected to formulate a,thesis
which contains the plan (main points to be discussed) for the essay. This
thesis can probably be as crude as the followAig and still be acceptable:

"The purpose of my paper is to show that Magdalina -iiah Octopus is
despicable for thr %e main reasons: she is a cheat, a liar, and
a thief."

A student in 110 or 111 should also learn to put his/her thesis in some
sort of context which engages the reader and gives him/her a reason for
reading on.

In 112;??tudents should learn more sophisticated methods of presenting
the thesis. They should learn a variety of types of introductory para-
graphs. Students in 112 should avoid such blatant thesiipomarkers as
"The purpose of my paper is," this paper I am going to show that. .

etc. and they may learn to leave the plan out of the first paragraph so
that they can2introduce each main point as it comes in the body of the
paper. Students in 112 shewld 41so learn to use a variety'of appropriate
transitional devices, while students in 110 and 111 may rely an the more
simple ones such as "first, second, and third." Students in 110 and 111
can conclude their essayp by restating the ttlesis and plan, but students
in 112 should learn more sophisticated and ]Iss mechanical methods of
concluding. Development of main points in 112 should be considerably
more extensive, specific, and mature than what'is expected in 1.10 and 111,
although-students in 110 and 111 are to develop fully.

Although students often write "five-paragraph themes," they are
not expecteCto do so. They are expected to formulate a thesis (controlling
idea or centralized purpose) which they must introduce and develop, and
they must be able to conclude in a way that suits the thesis Of the paper.
The number of paragraphs depends entirely on full development of the
thesis. i

Organization
Point 1: The thesis must be clear. The reader mint understand what

the main-idea of the essay is. The thesis does not have to be one sentence;
instead, it may be a series of sentences or an implication, either of
which must leave the reader with a clear idea of the purposenf the essay.
The thesis does not have to contain the plan or outline of what is to
come, although beginning writers often find it helpful einclude the plan
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soithat they can refer to it as they are writing the essay.
Point 2: The thesis-must be limited enough to scope to be handled

in an essay of about O words. ' -

UNACCEPTABLE: If our civilization is to survive, wvillust solve the
interrelated problems of overpopulation, polution,
and war,

UNACCEPTABLE:' There ore serious objections to college systems of

4

gvading.
Point 1: Students are often undWare that there is a variety of ws

to organize and present their material and that the particular methods.
that they choose can Save an effect on the oVerall imPactof their papers.
If a student chooses to include a plan' withhis/her thesis, he/she should
be aware that he/she has Indicated an order to the reader and that the
reader will expect him/her toffollow.each aspecl4of the plan in't16
order in which the aspects were presenplid: If student chooses not to
include a plan, he/she should still be conscious of and have reasons for
the way in which he/she has ordered the main points and/or tredetails of
the essay.

Point 4: Many students hie problems,with transitions e specially
if they have given no thought n the order in whiO they ars-presenting
the main'points in the eswe, so it is likely that if you answer no to
point 3, you will also haVe to answer no to point 4.

Point 5: If a student is clear about what he /she wants to say i
Ztiti, each individual paragraph,,he/she will probably not"have-trouble'with la

,coherence. If, on the other haadthe Student does not think of each
paragraph as a unified andlogically ordered wholefin which, one sentence
flgiqkinto the next, he/she will have.trouble with co ence within
paragraphs. McCrimmon in Writing with a Purpose ha explanation
of.this concept.

Point 6: Coherence among paragraphs dependS upon the student's'
ability to produce a unified compbsition. Such devices as repetition
o y words, lase of pronouns, transitional connectives, reigkences t
even and/or ideas in precedilig paragraphs all help to produce cohe ence
among paragraphs, It,is provably safe to say that if a student roc rives

no in point 6, he/she will most likely also-recelkee a no in ''point 5.

gowever, if he/she receives a no in point 5, he/she may T1O`t necessarily
401 0% receive a no in point 6 because, while an indiv4ua1 paragraph or ,

para raphi might lack coherence; the composition as a whole may seem'

r- nt.

int 7 and 8: See the introduction to this section o ganization
and Development.

. Development 0
Point 1: Whether-kleaa in support of the thesis are adequately

explained depends= on hOV'mdch explanati he reader needs ta4R able
to understand the ideas or concept are ing presented. Depending
on the audience, some ideas heed extensive explanation, while others need
little. .

Poin2: ,Whenever possible,'students should'be encouraged to use
f

specific exam leis from theirown experience, the experience of others,
.

add/or their rialing to support their main ideas. ,The more Cothplete
these illustratpons and/dr exples are, the morel4hteresting and complete
the paper usually becomes. Snmdents_should be encouraged to.present
heir exampled as vivid nd detailed a way as they can.

p .4. ,
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Point 3: The ideas and the arguments in support of these ideas
must make sense'logically.

UNACCEPTABLE. Premarital sex is wrong because a person can get*
pregnadt and her boyfriend will not wapt anything
to do with her' or her baby when finds out.
Engaging in premarital sex can present the sex partners
with severalpossible problems.

ACCEPTABLE:

III. Mechanics, Standard English Usage, Manuscript Form

To be effective in writing, students need to pay attention .to
mechanicsmitandard English usage, and manuscript form. The handbook
should be helpful to them in checking ippitalizatiqp, punctuation, and
Manuscript form, while a good dictionalY should tape care of spelling
and v4106 forms. Students should be encouraged to refer to the handbook
and dictionary whenever they have any doubts about the appropriateness of
their mechanics.

Usage is the study of the way a language is used.-This study is
based on attitudes that most people have toward aspects t?f language,
forxample, certain pronunciations, words, or grammatical forms that
post people have learned. Again, the principle here is to get your

.4 students to choose the forms that are most appropriate to their audience
and purpose. If they are writing 'to an audience that expects conformity
to standard English conventions, they should be aware that if they do
not use "Standard" forms, there will probably be negative react pns from
their readers. Again the handbook and dictionary shddld lie/p 1S:this'
area.

. 4

A. Mechanics
Point 1: PunOtuation--The Harbrace should be helpful to you and your

students with most punctuation problems; however, here are a few points
that need tebe emphasized.

ae Commas . 4

1. ACOmma nearly always precedes coordinating conjunctions
(and, but, or, nor; fot, so, yet)when they link, main
clauses.'

MULE: Reginald McVee wrote his mother a letter, but
he forgot to mail it.

2. A tomma)is almost never used to separate compound subjects
or predicates.
EXAMPLE: Hildegarde Revulsion.has,accepted our token of
esteem

--no comma--a compound predicate

and will continue to distinguish herself in the field of
analytic geometry.
A professor from the Economics Department and'a professor
from the

--no comma--a compound sub5ect
English Department will duel at sunrise on Thursday.

3. Commas usially follow introductory words, introductory
phrases, and dependent (subordinate) clauses. Count the
comma omission as an error only when the meaning of the
sentence is confused if the comma is not present.
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EXAMPLES:

In the spring, time is precious. (Comma is needed.)
In the spring Atilla will buy a new car. (Comma is

unnecessary.)
After we ate supper, we went tt, xhe movies. (Comma is

optional.).

Afterore had eaten, pork chops sounded disgusting. (Comma
is necessary.)

"b. Apostrophes Apostrophes are a matter of punctuation only when
they are'used in contractions to indicate missing letters.
EXAMPLES:

do not don't
does not doesn't
it is it's (not its)
there is

. there's
,must have- must've (not must of)
could have could 1ve (not could of)
ould have would've.(not would of)

Contrations acre appropriate in a semiformal style.
Po 2: Spaling
a. Homonyms -- Homonyms seem to be a problem for many students.

Section 19i in Harbrace is helpful on many common homo
problems.,

b. Other spelling problems can be solved far most students by
acquainting them with the spelling section of Harbrace and
the dictionary. Students who have severe spellihg"problems
should be advised to go to the Writing Lab and/or to purchase
such supplementary spelling texts as AEIOU or Better Spelling.

B. Standard English Usage
Point 1: Verb and auxiliary forms
If estudent uses the wrong from of a verb or auxiliary, the error'is

in this area.
EXAMPLES:

I have went to church every Sunday for years.
They use to eat spinach on Fridays.
Jerry hitted the ball a hundred yards.
Work seen a pornogra ovie on TV.
He ask me to go the circu
The fish be sw ing in the pond.
Point 2: Noun and pronoun forms
If a student writes an incorrect plural or possessive form of a

noun or pronoun,the ertor is in this area.
EXAMPLES:
The step's are steep.
Mr. Grays' goat ate tin canes.
There are fou' partys etis weekend.
Our dog is cuter than yaur's.
The Junior Woolens' Club is planning several events this year.
In a years time I'll go crazy.
Point 3: Adjective-and adverb forms
If a student uses the incorrect form of an adjective or adverb, the ,

error is in this area. Problems with function words (prepositions,
?

1111
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conjunctions, etc.) can be .included under this point-.

4
EXAMPLES:

Audrey is more prettier than Hermione.
Ethel was the fattest of the two.
Bartholomew was the shorter of the three.
This is the worse day 6f my life.

- Thor hits the, ball good,

Carl broke the window but Mr. Davis spanked him.
Mary went at the movies.
Point 4: Subject -verb agreement

If a student does notimake hit/her subjects and verbs agree, the
error isin-this area.

EXAMPLES:

There,is several incorrect answers on your test.
One of the teachers in our city schools have been locked up for

strangling his
Arthur, as well as t ther men, need a hatrcut.,
My pencil and book is missing.
Either Herbert or Zelda are missing from the list.
Neither my mother milt my sisters has new wardrobes.
Measles ar'e acommon childhood ldisease.
Point 5: Pronoun-antecedent agreement and/or.unclear references
If a studentdoesnot make his/her pronouns agree with their

'antecedents or if the student uses pronouns whose antecedents are unclear,
the error is ift,this area.

EXAMPLES;

4,agreement: Everyone needs their mother at some time.
Each of the Heartburns wants their turn.

unclear rekitentsS Mark broke Jim's glasses when he. was at the
softballNgame last week.

See HarVrace 28 for further examples.
4

C. Manuscript ,Form 4 4 ,

Poinr la, MatitsC;ipt form, in the general sense, refers to the
appearance,pf the:papa, for example, title, margins, paragraph con-
ventions, etc.

Points 2 and,3: Footnote and bibliography form applies primarily
to papers written'by 11Z students. See Lester, Writing Research Papers.

A

Asbyou assign scores in Category III, do not count the.same error more.
than once unless it becomes so repetitive that it constantly detracts
from the essay.

EXAMPLES:

1. If a student misspells the same word several times, count only
the first misspelling

If?:a student separates compound elemelnts of a sentence several
times, count only the first error (e.g., She sang and danced.).

3. If a student deletes several s'a from the 3rd'person singular
verb form (he walk), count Only the first deletion.

4.' If a student deletes several ed's from the past form of regular
, verbs (he walked), count only, the first deletion.

IV. Sentence Structure
Another very important` aspect of writing is sentence structure. If

students write sentences that are snarled, tangled, and twisted, they
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( -will fail to get their Messages across. Inappropriate, unintentional
sentence fragments and run-on sentences also detract from the writing.
Students should work to achieve. sentence variety. They should be
encouraged to experiment with their sentences, joining them together,
varying their Xengthilis'

A. Major sentence errors
Point 1: Sentences that do not conform to conventional English

structures are rare, but they do occasionally occur, especially in 110. --

-Such sentences indicate severe problems with constructing sentences.
EXAMPLES: I alot to store my school.

Would to-buy later cars the boys.
Point 2: sentence fragments
The key Nord here i inappropriate. If a student writes a fragment

that is effective within the context of the essay, do not consider it an
error.

EXAMPLES OF COMMON FRAGMENTS:
-ing.word fragments: Going over to Archibald Rake's house last

week.

Infinitive phrase fragments: To produce a high yield of carrots,
'lettuce, and peas.

Subordinate clause fragments: Since I never do the dishes immediately
after I eat. Which leads me to think that raccoons should be protected
from trappers.

Appositive fragment: The award -went to Mr. Water. A fine friend
and parent.

Example fragment: For instance, a butcher, a baker, and a candle-
stick maker.

Point 3: Ru;L-an sentencestwo or more independent clauses joined
without any punctuation--are also major sentence errors.

EXAMPLE: Several ideas occurred to me at that moment they all
frightened ma.

t.

B. Serious sentence errors
Point 1: Cowie splices--a kind of run-on sentence in which two

independent clauses are joined by a catma.
EXAMPLES OF COMMA SPLICES:
William Wagon wrose several essays this quarter, he never ?egged one.
The bell rang, however, no one was at the door.

,THE FOLLOWING ARE NOT COMMA SPLICES:
Rachel Restaurant gave money to charity, and she was also kind to

her neighbors and friends.
The old man sang, and danced (Here the comma before and is incorrect,

but it is a punctuation error, not a comma splice.)
Point 2: Vague, unclear and/or awkward sentences
EXAMPLES
Faulty parallelism: Mary is an excellent teacher, a fine person,

and wants'to become an actress.
Dangling modifier: Walking over to the library, the book was

fiaally-found.
Tangled and/or unclear sentences: At'my job, I know there would be

different processes to decorate a room. This, to me, is a true, living
example that only with a positive attitude, will a positive action ever
arrive.

Point 3: Faulty coordination andrIr subordination
EXAMPLES: COORDINATIONSam went to the ball Same but went home
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and washed his clothes so went to bed and yet he still di&I't think he'd
accomplished anything.

SUBORDINATION--I have never known anybody like Sheryl my room-
mate who never washes her clothes in which she leaves lying around the
room who always refuses to'clean. My brother fixed the pipe who is a
plumber.

.C. Style

Point 1: Sentence variety
Notice that even if a student has no sentence errors, he/she must have

adequate sentence variety to'receive a 5 in sentence structure.
Point 2: Perhaps this is the summary aspect of the sentence structure

category. If A student's sentences are working for him/her to present his/
her ideas, he/she will, probably score high in this category and others as
well. On 'the other hand, if students have sentence errors or if they
write sentences that "don't say anything," they will probably score low in
this-category and others as well.

V. Word Choice
A. Apprdpriateness to the audience--In a semiformal style students

should avoid slang and/or colloquialism. They should choose words that
they are fairly certain that the audlence will understand. If they wish
to use slang, colloquialism, and/or a word that may be unfamiliar to
the audience, they should put that word or phrase in quotes and explain
it.

B. Your word choice is generally precise.
Point 1: Vagueness--word choice is vague when it does not convey

S precise meaning.
EXAMPLES: That kind of publicity is always bad business for an

organization, and the men in our house felt prety bad about it.'
The awful thing about it was that Bill was sort of

ruined by the situation.
Point 2: Overused wressions--an expression becomes overused (trite,

cliched) when it has lost its freshness ox forcefulness.,
EXAMPLES: Bill and Harvey have become thick as thieves.

' Ms. Hobbenock who is actually blind as a bat is always
making mountains out of molehills.

Point 3: Wordiness and/oi'repetitious word choice
EXAMPLES: It is interesting to observe that students are generally

better prepared for college than they were twenty years ago. 4

The people who stand around outside in the street had a
better view than those who stayed inside.

She looked as though she was notleeling well. (Sick)

q. Denotation and connotation
EXAMPLES: ,I am contraceptive to the fact that you understand the rules.

She makes all of her own clothes; she is quite adapt
at tailoring.

People in Cuba spend a lot of time procrastinating their
work. f

D. Again, this is the summary aspect of the word'choice category.
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Studint #

APPEND= C
FEEQUala GRID

Total # Errors Section

I. SUS-ONS
a. 2 MAIN CIAUMS JOINED (This VIM the happiest

da of life I was ;et out of New York. 1111
B. SLIDING RUN-ON (I lost all salt control and

started to cry as I lifted myself out of thepool
I was surrounded b .. 11

C. COM ADV RD I swan however I lost the race.)
LI. TS

AAA. DVERB so (although Ives the best an tha
t z=. III

I

-I/
. .4 CLAUSE It is the boat. That we -

Gs ilik
i. Appositive-(Be vas a friend. A ran who

-received my respect.)

ii. Non-appositive-(She said yesterday. That
she WS - friend.

D. INC Ca= FRAC : . the era I an. / ILIIIIIIMUUllE. INTINITIVE GE= FUG (To win thal0Dmater
frees le. III

MIMI. FOR EXAMPLE INSTANCE (For aalso Log
example time I lost cry car.) Finis° inf

4=other

111111IMIMMIII
STRUCTURE (And give us sow ideas on

.2114,....t_ depression.
. liniR. .71420 SUB DEL (Makes you feel a little

III
I. SUB FRED DEL (Wanda, the woman with tuna

salad on nose.
--.911 v FEW MUM MIMEIII. OVER MORD is ty neighbor and I tell her

everything and she is very considerate and keeps
quiet about mg lams and as a result veara bait
friends.

1111

En1

111

1111
111

111111

111
11

111

11

IV. HOULFFISG PROEMS
A. tasmarritoranzas .

1. INC (I found a contact lease walking in the
woods.) ,

2. Rte. CLAUSE (The dog rugged his tail whose
name is Rex.)

3. OTEEE (The mom= bombed the building to the
forest.

B. DANGLING MODIFIER (Calling off school the day
of the funeral dieravas

1172 overflowing crowd there
to .....% their r -. et. i.

C. SUR , DANGLES. modigying *tract. noreally takes
subject which is deleted. (Since the age of six my
areats have . yen an tilt .. . - t

D. REL CLAUSE USED ENAPPROPRIATELY The curtains
hung from the well close to 10 ft which made an
think there was a boo-.- men there.

L. MORE THAN 1 HOD CAS T GO IS SAKE SLOT. CAS T
HANDLE. (The man who is tired living next door won a
-rime. 11111P. SUB I FOR PRONOUN (John bas the type of Parr
sonality tat reaches out to you and makes to feel
warm and relaxed.

.
. 11

G. SUB TURNED INTO MOD In ay third ye of the
I loved 2 back had turned around ----latel . IIIV. PARALLEL 'cHCTURE

A. NON-P A =Tina PARTS/exclusive of ones
yard functors such as connectors re. aux. IIIIB. ROB-PARALLEL ITEMS . A SERIES (My mother is the

test because she is rat swears and drinks. IIII IIVI. COK1A SPLICE
A. HZ I love the ballet I o all the time. 1111111111MNB. CMS ADVERB (Ha a the,nicest guy I've mat,

he is 5 ft tall. II 11111
MM111111111111=1

MN 11111
C. :. .. .. ,s. -. . .- .

-vsVII. CONJ DEL VI CM
(I drank too much started ettin into trouble.

III. S-LV-CMPL V ILLOG NCOMPL
(Chrism*s is a plate for reloicin I II
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APPENDIX D

'Linguistic Analysis Worksheet (Revised)
[O'Donnell et al (1967) and Cebhard (1978)3

I. 2-Unit Patterns: Sentence Adverbial
SV ' 38 absolute
SVO 1

1
39 interjected

__SVCia 40 Other
SVC& , 41 adverbial infinitive
SVIO
SVOCI% Coordinate StructUres:
SVOCg Location
AdvVS RP (subject)
There VS VP (preAicate)
It VS

Question Nominal

Request, command subject

Pgrtial object

?Lesiva indirect object

4 subj. complement

II. Statism* Combining Transformations object of prep.

Nominal structures: headed
I°1

appositive

1 N+N (adjuict) Other nominal

2 N+8 (apposition) Verb
3 N+adj.

.
verb (or aux or aux 6 verb)

4 ____N+poss. ____predioate (any compded v +
5 N+relative constituent)
6 N+0 relative clause
7 N+prep. Phrase Wifier
8 N+inf. phrase adj. or adjectival

adv. or adverbial9 N+partic. Phrase
10 N+adverbial Function word
11 Other ____prep.

Nominal structures: non-headed /II. Sentence Openers
12 noun Clause subject noun partial
13 __prep.'phrase subject pronoun ,

14 inf. phrase adv. dep. clause
15 inf. with subject ____prep. phrase
16 __gerund phrase ,adverb
17 __partial coord. conj.
18 Other verb

verbals
Nominal structures: function conj. adv.
19 subject .sentence modifier
20 object
21 indirect object IV. Loose ModificetiOn
22 subject complement none
23 object complement 44 initial
24 apposition 45 medial
25 adverbial no i

____partial
46 final

26 initial and medial
27 ;Other medial and final

initial and final
Adverbial Structures Adverbial all .

Clause , 47 ponrotsadard structure
28 tine 48 non-standard and loose
29 --Ir modification
30

_place
manner 49

31
____partial

50 Other
32
_cause

condition 51 , tag.question
33 comparison
34 reduced comparison V. Sentence Modifier ,

35 adjective complement
36 Other
37 contrast
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Student t

APPENDIX E: Revised Grid

FREQUENCY GRID

Total i Errors Section

.I. RUN-ONS

A. 2 MAIN CLAUSES JOINED (This was the happiest
de f life I was ttia= out of Rev York.

.. CONJ ADV RO I swam well however I lost the race.
II. .FRAGLICITS

A. ADVERB CLAUSE (Although I was the bast on the
teem.)

Ill

B. RELATIVE CLAUSE (It is the boat. That we
ted.

C. NOUN .

i. Appositive -($e was a friend. A man who

III
received r t.

D. INC GROUP FRAG (Being the Jerk I am.) BIM

II
E. INFINITIVE cam FLAG (To win the 100 meter

frees la.

F. FOE EXAKFLOFOR INSTANCE (For G/.also ing
wtaapla the tire I lost my car.) Fisalso inf

,/.ether
=111111111111 MI

G. COED STRUCTURE (And give us some ideas on

1111111111

MEMH. -.J. V SUB DEL (Makes you feel a little
mor Ae imoertan_L)

10I. SUB PLED DEL (Wanda, the woman with tuna
salad on her nose.

J. ADVfMOD (leis located in the center of3 major
cities. Near Toledo, with Cincinnati to the south and
Columbus to the west.)

X. ADJ MOO (With a population of 46 people give or
take a few.)

III

L APPROPRIATE FRAC
/II. OVER. coon (s,m371....

is ay neighbor and I tell her
everything end sem la very ofeisiderste and keep*
.gulat about wf probleas

and as a result we are best
friends.

IV. =MING =*IJ
A.ILTFLACED MODEMS

1. INC (I found a coatr.t,lense walking in theWoods.)

2. ICJ, CLAUSE (The dog wagged his tail whose '=me is Rex.)
3. OMER (The

woven bombed the building in theforest.)

B. DANGLING MUM
(Calling off school the dayof the funeral there

Inman Overflowing crowd there
to pal their r- - ct.)

illC..$011 0 DANGLER wodllying
'tract. normally takes

aubjett which is deleted.
(Since the age of six my

.ta have /iv= ma encouragement.'
D. am CLAUSE USED

nupplumusamy (The curtains
hung from the wall close to 10 ft which made me

chenille s.orosanthilWa.
IIII. MORE WAN 111001yGCANSAME

SLOT. CAN T
HANDLE. (The men who

is tired living next door von aprize.)

t. AWK AS RESULT OF NU. ?ROME (Ali is the person in
which I look up to.)

G. SUB TURNED INTO MOD (In my third yr of the game
I loved 2 yrs back'had turned around chapletely.)
V. PARALLEL STRUCTURE DIFFICULTIES

VI. GONNA SPLICE
,

A. MC )t I love the ballet I all the time.

Mal.
111111

B. CONJ ADVERB (Be a - nicest guy I ve mss,
however be is 5 ft .) MEMC. TRES . = - .....

'VSVII. CONJ DEL P-I*,

I drank too much started ttia= into le. IIIIIIIIIII' $ . s-mr-cltri, w P PP NGOOL
Christmas is a ...-L ., 1 .

IX. AIM AS A RESULT of PASSIVE (It was finally narrowed
down to a womanybohaa been greatly admired by me for
the past 5 ioArs0
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APPENDIX V

Apova and Duncan Tables 1-32

for Frequency Count Data
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DEPENDENT VARIABLERUNcON

Two Main Clauses.Joined

ANOVA TABLE 1

Source DF .Sum of Squares MeanSquare F Value

Group

Error

a
Corrected total

2

297

299

4.33102355

19.63891981

23.96994337

2.16551178

0.06612431

32.75

1

PR > F

0.0001**

DUNCAN TABLE 1'

Groupin

/

Mean Group

0.269054

0.022968
B

0.006202

100

100

100 ,

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

0

1

2

* Significant at .05 level
4* Significant at .01 level

46
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE -- RUN -ON

Conjunctive Adverb Used Without Punctuation

ANOVA TABLE 2

Source

Group

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PR >F

2 0.00975845 0 0.00487922 2.00 0:1366

Error 297- 0.72317524 0.00243493

Corrested Total 299 0.73293369

DUNCAN TABLE 2

Grouping ° Mean N Group

A
A

0.012099 100 /e-0

04000000 100 1

0.000000 100 2

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

,* Significant at .05 level
** Signifl.cant at .01 level

47
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE--ADVIMB CLAUSE FRAGMENT

p

ANOVA TABLE 3

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value, PR > F

Group 2 0.00404040 0.00202020 1.00 0.3691

Error 297 0.60000000 0.00202020

Corrected Total 299 0.60404040

DUNCAN TABLE 3

Grouping Mean Group

A 0.007785 100 0

A
A '0.000000 100 1
A
A 0.000000 100

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

48
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DEPENDENT. VARIABLE-4--RELATIVE CLAUSE FRAGMENT

N

ANOVA TABLE 4

Source PF 'Sum of Squares Mean Squaie 'F Value PR > F

2 0.29510457 0.14755228 -- 5.88 0.0031**

Error 297 7.45642753 0.02510582

Corrected Total 299 7.75153210, 4

DUNCAN TABLE 4

Grouping Mean N Group

A 0:082532 100' 0

B 0.016265 100 1

B

B 0.015736 100 2

Means with t e erne letter are not significantly different.

* Signifixant at .05 level;,
** Significant'at,01 level

49
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DEPENDENT ARIABLE --APPOSITIVE FRAGMENT

ANOVA TABLE 5

1

Source DF Sum of Squares. Mean Square F Value,

Group
1

4
2 0.01070517 0.00535239 1.63

Error 297 0.97522556 0.00328359
...

Corrected Total .299 0.98593074

PR.> F

0.1977

DUNCAN TABLE 544

Grouping

A
A
A
A
A

Mean Giioupt,

0.014481 e 100

0.005423 100

0.000000 100

)Means with the saafe letter are not significantly different.

0

0

1

2

4

/

- *'Signific p a .05 ).evel

nificant at .01 level

50
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE --ING GROUP FRAGMENT

Source

Group

Error
,

Corrected Total

Grouping

ANOVA TABLE 6

DP Slim of Squares Mean Square F Value PR> F

2

297

299

0.21562179 0.10781089

8.34957282 0.02811304

8.56519461

3.83 0.0227*

'DUNCAN TABLE 6

Mean Group

- A .

A
B A
B

B
..,

0.076180 100 0

0.048508 100

,:l.

0.010768 '\100 2
.

"
Means with the samel.etter are not significantly- different.

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

51
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1)EPENDENT VARIABLE- -INFINITIVE GROUP FRAGMENT

ANOVA T LE 7

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PR;5,'I

Group

Error

Cotrected. Total

2

297

299

0.15344807 0.47672404

6.81193756 6.02293582

6.96538563

3.35 0.0366*

DUNCAN TABLE 7

Grouping Mean N 'Grop

A 0.060611 100
A

B A 0.036290 100 1,
B

B 0.005345 100 .2

- Means with the same'letter are not significantly different.

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant At .01 level

52
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE- -FOR INSTANCE/FOR EXAMPLE FRAGMENT

ANOVA TABLE 8

Source DF Sum of Squares
1

Mean Square
.

F Value, PR > F

Group,

5110ror

Corrected Total

2

297

299

0.12288980

3.68149767

3.80438747

0.06144490

.01239562

.

4.96 0.0076**

DUNCAN TABLE 8

Grouping Mean N Group

A 0.042934 10C 0

B 0:boomo 100' 1
B

B 0.000000 100 2

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

* Significant at .05 leVel
** Significant at .01 1

)
vel

53
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DEPENDENT VARIABLECOORDINATE STRUCTURE FRAGMENT

.ANOVA TABLE 9

Source DF SuM of Squares Mean Square F Value PR > F

Group
s

Error

Corrected Total

2

297

29§

0.00939581

1.41703649

1.42643230

0.00469791

0.00477117

0.98 0.3748

DUNCAN.TABLE 9

Grouping Mean Group

0.012168 100 0
A

4 - 0.011552 100 1
A
A 0.000000 100 2

Means with the same lettei are not significantly different.

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

54
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DEPENDENT VARIABLEPREDICATE WITH SUBJECT DELETED FRAGMENT

ANOVA TABLE 10

Source DF Sum of'Squares Mean Square F Value PR > F

*-

Group

Error

Corrected Total

2

297

299

0.09652942

2.93957588

3.03410529

0.04826471

0.00989756

4.88 0.0082**

DUNCAN TABLE 10

Group Mean N Group.

A / r

0.038052 100 0

B 0.000000 100 1
B
B 0.000000 100 2

Means with the same letter are not significantly different. Gb

.47

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

t
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE--SUBJECT WITH PREDICATE DELETED FRAGMENT

ANOVA TABLE-11

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PR F

Group 2 0.04475258 0.02237629, 2.50 0.0834

Error 297 2.65327643 0.00893359

Corrected Total 299 2.69802902

m2m

DUNCAN TABLE 11

V Grouping Mean N Group

A 0.029844 100 0

A
B A 0.016739 100 2

B

B 0.000000 100 i

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

56
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE -- ADVERB MODIFIER FRAGMENT

ANOVA TABLE 12

Source OF SuM of Squares Mean Square F Value PR > F

Group 2 0.29292917 0.14646458 7.04 0.0010**

Error 297 .6.17948502 0.02080635

Corrected Total 299 6.47241419

DUNCAN TABLE 12

4
Group in& Mean N Group

A 0.072307 100 1 0

.0.014412 100 1

0.000000 100 2

Means with the same letfer are not significantly different.

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

57
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE -- ADJECTIVE MODIFIER FRAGMENT

ANOVA TABLE 13

Source DF' Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value Pk> F

Group

Error

Corrected Total

2

297

299

0.30719142

5.99692240

6.30411383

0.15359571

0.02019166

741 0.0006**

DUNCAZ TABLE 13

Grouping Mean N Group

A 0.072855 100 0

%

B 0.011388 100 1
B
B 0.000000 l00 2

Means with the same letter are not significantly diffeent.

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

*a.

58
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE -- APPROPRIATE FRAGMENT

ANOVA TABLE 14

Source DF Sum of Squares Ilean'Square F Value

Group

Error

Corrected Total

2

297

299

0.04968420

3.065 645

0.02484210

0.01015570

2.45

PR > F

0.0884

DUNCAN TABLE 14

e
Grouping Meeft N Group

A 0.031503 100 0
A

B A 0.014776 100 1
B

0.000000 100 2

Means with the same 'etter are not significantly different.

*Significant at .05 'level
**S.ignificaat at .01 level

$9.
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE - -EXCESSIVECOORDINATION

ANOVA TALE 15

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PR >

p 2 0.00959376 0.00479688 0.31 0.7321

Error 297 4.56343608 0.01536510

Corrected Total 299 4.57302984

DUNCAN TABLE 15

Grouping Mean Group 4

A 0.026483 100
A
A 0.022557 100
A.

A 0.013016 100

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

* Significant at .0k level
** Significant at .01 level

60
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE - -ING -WORD MISPLACED MODIFIER

ANOVA TABLE 16

S.,

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value bPR>F

Group ' 2 0.17955227

Error 297 4.69978391

Corrected Total 299 4.87933618

0.08977614

0.01582419

5.67 0.0038**

DUNCAN TABLE 16

Grouping Mean N Group

A 0.059857

B 0.009609
B

B 0.006455

100

100

100

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

0

2

_1

* Significant at .05 level
**.Significant at-.01-1qvel

6t6



DEPENDENT VARIAB4E--RELATIVE CLAUSE MISPLACED MODIFIER

ANOVA TABLE 17

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PRt> F

Group 2 0.04940231 0.02470116 1.61 0.2015

Error 297 4.55514903 0.01533720

Corrected Total 299 4.60455134

A

DUNCAN TABLE 17

Grouping Mean N Group

A
A
,A

A-

A

a

0.037669

0.019949

0.006325

100

100'

100
'

0

2

1 '

Meaps with the same letter are not significantly different.

*Significant at .05 level
**Significant at .01 level

:

62.
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE - -OVER (MISCELLANEOUS) MISPLACED MODIFIER
_-..

Source DF

Group 2

Error 297

Corrected Total 299

r-

ANOVA TABLE 18

Sum of Squares Mein Square F Value PR > F

0.00952925 . 0.00476462 6.86 . 0.4245

1.64676415 4.00554466

16562933f

L.-

DUNCAN TABLE 18

Grouping
6

Mean N Group"

A 0.013679 100
A
A 0.008452 100
A
A 0.000000 100

Means with the same,-letter 'are.not significantly different.

1

2

S

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

68
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE -- DANGLING ING WORD MODIFIER

ANOVA TABLE

Source
p

DR Sim} of Squares Mean Square F Value PR} F

Group

Error

o Correc kid Total

2

297

299

0.03572865 0.01786433

2.98599737 0,015386,

3.02172602

1.78

;:

0.1710

4

DUNCAN TABLE 19

Grouping Mean N Group

A
'A
A
A

_,,t7-'

0.032505

0.016394
.

0,005976

100

100

100

'

\

- 0

1

2'

40.

' Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

* Significani'at .05 level
** Significaetbdt .01 level

64'
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE - JANGLING SUBORDINATE.CLAUSk MODIFIER

ANOVA TABLE 20

4

Source
-

DF
c,

-.&

Group, ,,,, .- 2
'

'Error 297

Corrected Total, 299

Sum of Squares Mean Squi?e' F Value PR > F
.

AAR-

Q.101697453 0.00548726 ... 0.54 0.5816

3.00197808 0.01010767 ,

3.01295261
NsN,

111

DUNCAN TpLE 20,
C

Grouping Mean Group

A 0.025683 100 0

A
A 0.018759 100 1

'A
A 0.010878 100 2

Means with the same letter are not s ificsntly different.

11,

i

* Significant at .05 level
'**Significant at ;01 level

65
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DEPENDENT VARILBLE--RELATIVE CLAUSE USED INAPPROPRIATELY

I

ANOVA TABLE 21

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square 17 Value PR > F

Group 2 0.04791164 0.0239558 2.41 0.0918

Error 297 2.95540135 0.00995085

Corrected. 299 3.00331299,

DUNCAN TABLE 21

Grouping Mean N Group

A
A
A.
A
A

0.031691 100 0

0.005000 100 2

0.004767 100 1

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at -.01 level

0

66
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE--TWO MODIFIERS SAME SLOT

ANOVA TABLE 22

Source
/ ----IV Sum of Squaies Mean Square F Value PR > F

Group 2 0.05511768

Error 297 .3.14946629

Corrected Total 299 3.20458'397

0.02755884: 2.60. 0.0760

0.01060426

DUNCAN TABLE 22

Grouping Mean N Group

A 0.0.37243 100 0
A

B 4 A 0.014263 100 1
B

B ( 0%005000 ,4? 100 2

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

* Significant at :05 level .

** Significant at .01 level xel

67
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE -- AWKWARD -AS A RESULT OF INCORRECT RELATIVE PRONOUN USE

ANOVA TABLE 23

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PR > F

Group

Error

Corrected Total

2

297'

299

0.15507550

3.99505552

4.15013101

0.07753775

0.01345137

5.76 0.0035**

I-

I

DUNCAN TABLE 23

Grouping Mean Group

A 0.053472 100 0

0.005423 100 2

B'

0.005064 100 1

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

* Significant at .05 level
** Significqnt at .01 level

68
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE -- AWKWARD: SUBJECT

TURNED INTO MODIFIER

ANOVA TABLE 24

Source DF Sum of Squares

Group

Error 297
ti

Corrected Total

2 0.00289855

0.43043478

299 0%43333333

Mean Square

0.00144928

0.00144928

F Value PR > F

0.36911.00

DUNCAN TABLE 24

Grouping- Meaii N Group

A
A
A
A
A

*4-11

0.006594

0.000000

0.000000

100

100

100

0

,2

Meats with the same letter are not significantly different.

* Significant at .05 level
. ** Significant at .01 level
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE -- PARALLEL STRUCTURE DIFFICULTY

ANOVA TABLE 25

SOtiree DF. Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PR > F

Group

Error

Corrected Total

2

297

299

0.89909789

18.90647718

19.805575

0.44954895

0.06365817'

7:06 0.0010**

DUNCAN TABLE 25 C

Grouping Mean

-4\

N Group

B

B

0.1843

0.018711

0.052162

100

100

100

Meant with the same letter are not significantly different.

0

1

2

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

I
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DEPENDENT ,VARIABLECOMMA SPLICE: TWO

MAIN CLAUSES JOINED WITH COMMA

ANOVA TABLE 26

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PR > F

4

Group 2 4.94205552 2.47102776 19.99 0.0001**

Error 297 36.71982533 0.12363578

Corrected Total 299 41.66188085

4

DUNCAN TABLE 26

Grouping Mean 'N Group

A 0.393309 100 , 0

B 0.174804 100 1
B

B 0.088295 100 2

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

71
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE--COMM4-SPLICE

CONJUNCTIVE ADVERB PLUS COMMA

fti ANOVA TABLE 27

40'

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PR ;;F

Group 2 0.06611180 0.03305590 2:01 0.1357

Error £ 297 4.88190714 0.01643740

Corrected Total 299 4.94801893
ilk v

DUNCAN TABLE 27

Grouping Mean N Group
r

.

A . 0.043209 100, 1
A
A 0e026770 100 2
A
A 0.006901 100 0

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.'

* Significant at .05 level.
** Significant at .01 level

72
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE-=COMMA SPLICE

WITH THEN PLUS COMMA

ANOVA TABLE 28

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value' PR's F

Group 2 0.00190009 0.00095005 0.27 0.7603

Error 297 1.02890179 0.00346432

Corrected Total 299 1.03080188

DUNCAN TABLE 28

Grouping Mean Group'

A 0.010277 100 0
A
A 0.005000 100 2

A .0.004880 100 1

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant- at .dl .level

73
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE--CONJUNCTION DELETED WITH COMPOUND VERB

NZ
\\NANOVA TABLE 29

Source o DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PR > F

Group 2 0.02012333 0.01006167 2.98 0.0522

Error 297 1.00202789 0.00337383

Corrected Total 299 1.02215122

O
DUNCAN TABLE 29

Grouping Mean N Group

ir

A 0.017374 100 0

B 0.000000 '100 1
B

B 0.000000 100 2

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

74
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE--ILLOGICAL SUBJECTIVE COMPLEMENT

ANOVA TALE 30

Source DF Sum of Squares

Group e 2 b.10753798
.

Eror 297 6.92859240

Corrected Total 299 7.03613038

Mean Square F Vajue PR> F

0.05376899 2.30 0.1016

0.02332859

DUNCAN TABLE 30

Grouping Mean N Group

,

4 9.057234 100 0
A

B A 0.035065 100* 1
B

B 0.010872 100 2

leans with the same letter are not signifiCantly different.

* S1gnificant at .05 level
** Signgicant at .01 level.
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DEPENDiNT VARIABLE -- AWKWARD: BECAUSE OF PASSIVE

ANOVA TABLE 31

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square

Group

Error

Corrected Total

2

297.

299

0.00126168

2.31185887

2.31312055

0.00063084

0.00778404

I

4'

F Value PR> F

0.08. 0.9222

DUNCAN TABLE 31
4

Grouping Mean Group

A 0.016384 100
. iA

A 0.012135 100 2

A
A 0.011939 100 \ 1

\`
Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

-* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

1 -76
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'P. DEPENDENT VARIABLE - -TUNIT

ANOVA TABLE 32

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PR> F

Group 2 865.4406667 432.72333333 4.23 0.015441

Error 297 30366.22000000 102.24316/08

Corrected Total 299 31231.66666667,

DUNCAN TABLE 32 4

Grouping Mean N Group

A 31.030000 100 2
A

B A 29.000000 * 100 0
B

B 26.870000 100 l 1

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

4

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level-

77
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TABLE 1

OVERALL CORRELATION COEkFICIENTS

0
4

lA RUN-ONS 0.12065 0.13133 0.26164 0.37026
5
0.23195

6
0.19623 0.4120318

0.0367*
21
0.21625

2K
0.48314

2 Hain Clauses Joined 0.0229*
28
0.0001** 0.0002** 0.0001** -

4A1
0.0001** 0.0001** 0.0006**

7
0.0001**

., ,

111 RUN-ON5 0.12065 210.56994 * 0.21809 ,

Conjunctive Adverb
lA

0.0001**.0.0367*
5
0.0001**

. .

5 ' : 2A FRAGMENTS 0.13133 ill 0.56994 0.17739 0.23574 /4Adverb Clause kA0.0229* 80.0001 **0.0001** 5
0.00Q1** A a

ifie

0.19931 A.O.12055-2B FRAGMENTS - 0.19975
2D
0.14988 30.16414

40
0 18733

RelatiVe Clause
2C
0.0005** 0.0093**

2G0.12567
28
0.0005** 0.004420s 1'0.0369*. sie 0.0295*

-1.,
opoll**

2C FRAGMENTS 0.19975 .
20
0.11657 4E0.13259

Noun
. 28

0.0005** 0.0436* 0.0216*

03

2D FRAGMENTS
Ing Group

2E FRAGMENTS
Infinitive Group

2F FRAGMENTS

For Example/For Instance

k FRAGMENTS
Coordinate Structure

211, FRAGMENTS
Predicate with Subject
Deleted

iLlio FRAGMENTS

Subject with Predicate
Deleted

2J. FRkCHENTS
Adverb Modifier

* Significant at .05'1ev61
** Significant at .01 level

84

0.14988 0.16227
4A3

0.45694
280.063**

3
0.0048** 0.0065**

0:18899
20 2L

0.0001**

0.37563 0.24124 0 .22984 0.11612
42F

0.0010** 0.0001** 0.0001**
7
0.0445*

0.18899
2E
0.0010**'

28
0.12567

200.11657 2E
0.32663

2K
0.16104

0.0295* 0.0436* 0.0001** 0.0052**

iA0.26164
28
0.19931

2K 4
0:46045 0.56445

0.0001** 0.0005** 0.0001** . 0.0001**

2K
0.2432 0.27965

7
0.38410

9
0

'

16701
lA
0.21625
0.0002**. 0.0001**

4A1
0.0001 0.0004t* 0.0037**

2K
0.21021 0.34081

0.0002**
2L
0.8001**

6'

O
44

J

85
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TABLE 1

OVERALL CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS (cont'd)

2K FRAGMENTS
IA

0.48314 0.16104 P
(

0.46045

4

0.0001** 21
0.28432

Adjective tlodIfler
2C

0.00 s 2 *
28
0.0001** 0.0001**

2L FRAGMENTS . 2E0.24124
2J
0.34081 0.15625 0-39907

Appropriate 0.0001** 0.0091** 2K
0.0067** 4A3 0:0001**

3 EXCESSIVE COORDINATION 0.16414
2D
0 16227

..-.,..28
0.0044** 0.0048** .'

4A1 MODIFYING PROBLEMS
log-word Misplaced
Modifiers

0
4A2 MODIFYING PROBLEMS

Relative Clause Misplaced
Modifiers

4A3 MODIFYING PROBLEMS

,Other Misplaced Modifiers

I

4B MODIFYING PROBLEMS
Dangling Modifier

4C MODIFYING PROBLEMS
Dangling Subordinate
Clause Modifier

40 MODIFYING PROBLEMS
Relative Clause Used
Inappropriately

4E MODIFYING PROBLEMS

Tye Modifiers Sane Slot

4F MODIFYING PROBLEMS
Awkward as a Result of

Incorrect Relative Pro-
noun Use

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

86

2J
0.21021

0.0002**
2L
0.15625 0.

0.0067**
4 A10

1A0.0001** 2A0.0020**
0.27965 0.24236

*
2K
0.0001**

6
0.0001** 0.0001**

0.22701 Jr 70.474460.37026 0.17739

0.26261
9
0.18300

4D
0.0001** 0.0015**

0.15694
2D
0.0065**

0.0014**
4C

0 18316

0.22984
40.0001**

2L
0.39907

4D
0.14669

0.0001** 0.0110*

0.18316
48
0.0014

4A2
0 26261

0.0001**

28
0.12055
0.0369*

0.18113
9
0.0016**

4A3
0.14669
0.0110*

0.13259
2C
0.0216*

0.20326
68
0.0004**

8
0 14645
0.0111*

"

d3t

4236
7
0.33678

001** 0.0001**

87



A

F

4G

5

6A

6B

03 6C
CD

7

8

MODIFYING PROBLEMS
Subject Turned into
Modifier

PARALLEL STRUCTURE
DIFFICULTY

COMA SPLICE
-2 Main Clauses Joined
with Comma

COMA SPLICE
Conjunctive Adverb Plus
Comma

COMA SPLICE
Thed Plua ,Cosssa

CONJUNCTION DELETED WITH
COMPOUND VERB

IA--

ILLOGICAL SUBJECTIVE
COMPLEMENT

AWKWARD AS A fESULT 017

PASSIVE

7,

28°4 18733
0.0011**

0.23195
IA O. 000 1**

0.19623

1A0.0006**

0.20326
4E
0.0004**

1A0.41203.
0.0001**

4E
0 14645
0.0111*

21
0.16701
0.0037**

0.56445
0.0001**

0.21&29
18

O.

0.22701
4A1

0.0001**

2E
0.11612
0.0445*

0.18100
4 A20.0015*.*

A Significant at .05 level

" Significant at .01 level

88

t

TABLE 1

bin:RAU CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS (cont'd)

. 0 23574
2A %
0.0001**

L.
1 0.3841a 0.33478' .N7846
21
0.0001**

2K
0.0001**

4A1
0.0001**

0.18113
4C
0.0016**

1

4,

a

0

as,



Co

LA RUN-ONS

2 Main Clauses Joined

1B RUN-ONS,

Conjunditive Adverb

2A FRAGMENTS
Adverb Clause

2B FRAGMENTS

Relative Clause

2C FRAGMENTS

Noun

2D FRAGMENTS

Ing Group

2E FRAGMENTS
Infinitive Croup

2F 'FRAGMENTS

"For Example/For Instance

x

2C FRAMENTS
Coordinate Structure

2H FRAGMENTS

Predicate with Subject
Deleted

21 FRAGMENTS

Subject with Predicate
Deleted

2J' FRAGMENTS

Adverb Modifier

4

2
0.26016

K _
u.0089**

0.63629
2A

0.0081**

0.63629
180.0001**

0.19791
2C
0.0484*

0.19791
28
.0.0484*

0.26429
213

0.0079**

21,
0 24380
0.0145* ,

0.24380
2E
0.0145*

2I3
0.19682.

0.0496*

280.29312-

0.0031**

0.31232
2K
0.0816**

0.25114
2L

0.0117*

0.31894
4A1

0.0012**,

2J
0 26526
0.0076**

0.25199
4A1

0.0114*

0.26429
2D
0.0019**

0.28321
2C
0.0043**

0.23162
3
0.0204*

2C
0 0025
0.0001**

2C
0.28321
0.0043**

0.25510
2K
0.0104*

0.20633
4A1

0.394*

0.27339
68
0.0059**46

* Significant at .051evel
** Significant at .01 level

TABLE 2

110 CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

60.27916 70.32707
0.0049**

7
0.0009**

0

0.23672
5
0.0177*

2C
0.19687 0.29312 0.20666 0a1543 0.25146
0.0496* .

2H
0.0031**

3
0.0391*

4E
0.0314* 4G0.0116*

0.31318
4E
0.001S**

0.25532
4 A30.0104*

2E 2K
00.41025 0.23102

0.0001** 0.0207*

0.52432
4C

O.0 001**

7
0.34203
0.0005"

89



41.

' TABLE 2

110 CORRELATION Cly0,1CIENTS (cont'd)

2K FRAGHENTS

Adjective Modifier

2L FRAGMENTS
Appropriate

3 EXCESSIVECOORDINATION

4A1 MODIFYING PROBLEMS
1ng-word Misplaced

Modifiers,

4A2 MODIFYING PROBLEMS
Relative Clause Misplaied
Modifiers

4A3 MODIFYING PROBLEMS
Other Misplaced Modifiers

0.26016

.1A0.0089**

0.25114
0.0117*

28
0 2 4)6 66

0.0391*

0.31894
LA
0.0012**

0.37617
4D

0.0001**.

2D
0.25532
0.0104*

2G
0.23102
0.0207*

200.23162

0.0204*

0.25199
2A
0.0114*

9
0.31685
0.0013**

0.28025'
4D
0.0047**

.280.25510
0.0104*

0.20633
21
0.0394*

OD 4B MODIFYING PROBLEMS
N Dangling Modifier

4C
0 3 93
0.0004*

4C MODIFYING PROBLEMS
48::=1!*Dangling Subordinate

Clause Modifier

4D MODIFYINCPROBLERS
4A2

0.37617 0.2125
Relative Clause Used 0.0001**

4A3
0.00 7**

Iaappropriatialy-

4E MODIFYING PROBLEMS

Two Modifiers Same Slot

4F MODIFYING PROBLEMS
aAwkward as a Result of
Incorrect Relative Pro-
noun Use

2C
0.313182B

0.21543
6B

0 47 60 8

0.0314* 0.0015** 0.0001**

4

x
0.31232

7
0.25065

21
0.0016** 0.0119*

7
0.30790
0.0018**

* Significant at .05 level
k* Significant at .01 level

90
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Co

y.

4C MODIFYING PROBLEMS
Subject Turned into
Modifier

5 PARALLEL STRUCTURE
DIFFICULTY

6A COMMA SPLICE
2 Hain Clauses Joined
with Comma

6B COMMA SPLICE
Conjunctive Adverb Plus
Comma

6C COMMA SPLICE
Then Plus Coons

7 CONJUNCTION DELETED WITH
COMPOUND VERB

8 ILLOGICAL SUBJECTIVE
COMPLEMENT

AWKWARD AS A:RESULT OR -- -..

PASSIVE

28
0 25146
0.0116k

0.26526
IB O. 00 76**

0.27916
4

IA 0,0 04 9**

0.27339
21
0.0059**

110.32707

0.0009**

le

.----0-.3168-5

0.0013**

/ 0.52432
211
0.0001**

0.23672
2A
0.0177*

0.47608
4E

0.0001**

210.34203
21
0.0005**

TABLE 2

110 CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS (cont'd)

HA

,v0 25065
4A1

0 30790
`'0:0119* 0.0018**

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

91 f.
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Li RUNONS
2 Hain Clauses Joined

us RUNONS
Conpunctive Adverb.

21i FRAGMENTS
Adverb Clause

2B FRAGMENTS
Relative Clause

2C FRAGMENTS
Noun

2D FRAGMENTS
log Group

TABLE 3

111 CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

2G
0.14760 0.35459
0.0004**

4E
0.0003**

20
0.3071,
0.0019**

0.30717
28

O. 19**

210.39337
001**

0.34760
1A0.0004**

0.509350.50935

0.23470
2K0.6188*

0.50591
4A3

0.0001**

0.20732
613

0.0385*

0.38526
2L
0.0001**

Co 2E FRAGMENTS
4s Infinitive Group 0.0.

..2F FRAGMENTS
For Example/For Instance: .

2G FRAGMENTS .

Coordinate Strueture

2H FRAGMENTS
Predicate with Subject
Deleted

i4/14;
2i FRAGMENTS

Subject with Predica
Deleted

2J FRAGMENTS
Adverb Modifier

ti

*. Significant at .05 level'
** Significant at .01 level f

*

92

vo.



Co

2X FRAGMENTS
28

0 5 09 35

Adjective Modifier 0.0001**

2L FRAGMENTS
2B
0.38526

Appropriate 0.0001**

3 EXCESSIVE COORDINATION

i
.

4A1 MODIFYING PROBLEMS
5
6.23691

Ing-word Misplaced 0.0176*
Modifiers

4A2 MODIFYING PROBLEMS
Relative Clause Misplaced
.Modifiers

4A3 MODIFYING PROBLEMS
2E

0.50591
Other Misplaced Modifiers. 0.0001**

4B MODIFYING PROBLEMS
Dangling Modifier

4C MODIFYING PROBLEMS
9
0.45794

' Dangling Subordinate 0.0001**
Clause Modifier

4D MODIFYING PROBLEMS
Relative Clause Used
IiiaOropriately

4E MODIFYING PROBLEMS
IA

0.35459'

Two Modifiers Saie Sloe 0.0003**

4F MODIFYING PROBLEMS 80.30519
Awkward as a Result of 0:0020**

2D
0 23470
0.0188*

2E
0.3933/
0.0001**

L
0.79847
0.0001**

6B
0.22916
0.0218*

TABLE 3
111 CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS (cont'd)

2L
0.45702

4F
0.62018

0.0001** 0.0001**

2K
0.45702

4A3
0.79847

0.0001** 0.0001**

Or

80.34631

0.0004**

Incorrect Relative Pro-
noun Use

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01-level

93,
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4G MODIFYING PROBLEMS
Subject Turned into

" Modifier

.5 PARALLEL STRUCTURE 0.23691

DIFFICULTY 4 A10.0176*

6A COHHA SPLICE

2 Main Clauses Joined
41th Comma

6B COMA §PLICE
'Conjunctive Adverb Plus
Come

6C COMMA SPLICE
Then Plus Comia

Co 7 CONJUNCTION DELETED WITH
c COMPOUND VERB

0.20732
0.0385*

0.27486
68
0.0056**

0.22916
4E
0.0218*

8 ILLOGICAL SUBJECTIVE 0.34631 0.30519

COMPLEMENT
4E

0.0004**'
4F
0.0020**

9 AWKWARD AS A RESULT OF 0.45794

PASSIVE
4C

0.0001**

(si

4 Significant'at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

A

94

TABLE 3
111 CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS (cont'd)

0.27486

6C0.0056**

r'

I

r*

1'



LA RUN-ONS
2 Hain Clauses Joined

1B RUN -ONS

Conjunctive Adverb

2A FRAGMENTS

Adverb Clause

2B FRAGMENTS

Relative Clause

2C FRAGMENTS
Noun

2D FRAGMENTS
Ing Group

280.53928
0.0001**

LA0.53938
0.0001**

2E FRAGMENTS 0.77928 0.54400
Infinitive.Group

4A1
0.0001**

6
0.0001**

2F FRAGMENTS

For Example/For Instance

2G FRAGMENTS

Coordinate Structure

al 'FRAGMENTS

Predicate with Subject
Deleted

21 FRAGMENTS
Subject with Predicate
Deleted

2J FRAGMENTS

Adverb Modifier

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

9
0.48030

0.0001**

95

TABLE 4

112 CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS



2K FRAGMENTS

Adjective Modifier

2L FRAGMENTS

Appropriate

3 EXCESSIVE COORDINATION

4A1 MODIFYING PROBLEMS
Ins -word Misplaced
Modifiers

4A2 MODIFYING PROBLEMS
Relative Clause Misplaced
Modifiers

4A3 MODIFYING PROBLEMS
Other Misplaced Modifiers

CCoo 48 MODIFYING PROBLEMS
Dangling Modifier

'4C MODIFYING PROBLEMS
Dangling Subordinate
Clause Modifief

4b MODIFYING 'PROBLEMS

Relative Clause Used
Inappropriately

4E_ MODIFYING PROBLEMS

Two Modifiers Same0t

4F 'MODIFYING PROBLEMS
Awkward as a Result of
Incorrect Relative Pro-
noun Use

A

* Significant at'.05 level
** Significant at .01 level

0.46067
4F
0.0001**

0.77928 0.51431
2E

0.0001*** 6A0.0001 **

1.00000
6C
0.0001**

8
0.64382
0.0001**

30.46067
0.000t**

t

TABLE 4
112 CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS (coned)

96 .
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L.

40 FYINO PROBLEMS
S ject Turned into.
Modifier'

5 PARALLEL STRUCTURE
.DIFFICULTY

0.27282
$0.0060**

6A COMMA SPLICE 0.54400 0.51431
2 Hain Clauses Joined
with Comma

2E
0.0001**

4A1
0.0001**

6B COMMA SPLICE
Conjunctive Adverb Plus
Comma

6C COMMA SPLICE 1.00000
Then Plus Comma

4D
0.0001**

co
7 CONJUNCTION DELETED WITU

COMPOUND VERB

8 ILLOGICAL SUBJECTIVE 0.64382
COMPLEMENT 4E

0.0001**

9 AWKWARD AS A RESULT OF 0.48030 0.27282
PASSIVE

2I
0.0001**

5
0.0060**

a

4

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

4

9?

TABLE 4

112 CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS (cOnt'd)

irs
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APPENDIX H

Anova and Duncan Tables 1-43

for Weonnell-Gebhard Data

98
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Source

DEPENDENT VARIABLE -- HEADED NOMINAL STRUCTURES.

Group

Error,

Corrected Total

N+N,(Adjunct)

ANOVA TABLE 1

DF Sum of Squares

2 0.00934265

205 34.73079142

207 34.74013407

.

Mean iguare F Value, PR> F

DUNCAN TABLE 1

0.00467132 0.03 0.9728
....17,

0.16941849

'r

p

Mean N Group

6.202721 49 2

04.188917 69 1

0.185929 90 0

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

* Signifiscant,at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

4

/90



SO

__DEPENDENT VARIABLE--HEADED NOMINAL STRUCTURES

AiiT (apposition)

r.

ANOVA TABLE 2

Source DF StiM of Squares

Group 2 0.07,605132

Error 205 12.42033456

,

CorrectedToeal 207 12.49638588

Mean' Square Value PR F

0.03802566 0.63 0.5349

0.0605.81-

4

DUNCAN TABLE 2

)

Grouping Mean N Group

A 0.088822 , 90 l' 0
A

0.061732 - 69 1
A .

, .

A 0.041497 49 2

Is`
Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

*-

* Significant at :05 level
** Significant at .01 level

91
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,*

DEP EgT VARIABLE- -WADED NOMINAL STRUCTURES

*
o N+adjective

1

ANOVA TABLE 3,

(

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean SqurLre F Value PR > F
i'" .

Group. - 2 2.08381158 1.041931579 .2.89 0.0581

Error 205 74.01984993 0.36107244

Corrected Tot,a1 , 207 76.10366151

4

.0

DUNCAN TABLE 3

.4,

Grouping Mean N Group

A 0.670408 .49 2
'-A

A 0.520173 69 1°

0.414789 90 0

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

* Significant at '.05 level

** Significant at .01 level

9101



f

r.

DEPENDENT VARIABLE ---,HEADED NOMINAL STRUCTURES

N+possessive

ANOVA TABLE 4

Source DF . Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PR > F

t

Group 2 0.24080021' 0.12040460 0.51 0.6015

Error 205 48.43475681 .,0.23626711

Corrected Total ' 207 48.67556202

5

DUNCAN. TABLE 4
ts.

Grouping

A
A'
A
A
,A

Mean N Group

0.478375 69 1

0,422109 49 2'

0%400790 90 0

/

Means with the same letier are not significantly different.

4

-r

*.Significann,at .05 level

Id! Significant at .01 IaVel

4

93102



t

DEPENDENT VARIABLEHEADEDNOMINAL STRUCTURES

N+Telativ7e clause,

ANOVA TABLE 5

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value. PR > F

Gr6up

Error

Corrected Total

2

. 205

207

0.28387654 0.14193827

28.24232343 0.13776743

28.52619998

1.03

4

0.3587'

DUNCAN TABLE '5

Grouping Mean N Group

A
A
A

A

0.229980 69

0.181323 90
4'

0.130952 :49

1

0

2

Means with the same letter are notosisifiCantly different.

* Significant at .05 level

** Significantat .01 level
94 1 0 3 (



>\

`DEPENDENT VARIABLE - -HEADED NOMINAL STRUCTURES

N+0 Relative Clause

ANOVA TABLE 6

Source DF Sum of Squares
it

Mean Square F Value PR > F

Group

Error

Cortected Total

2

205

207

0.29200846

11.20907221

11.50108067

0.14600423

0.05467840

2.67 ' 0.0716

WNCAN TABLE 6

p

Grouping Mean Group

A 0.139744
.

90 0
A

B A 0.102721 49 2
B

B 0.053278 69 1

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

* SigRificant at .05 level

** Significant at .01 level 1 04
95



a `

DEPENDENT VARIABLE -- HEADED NOMINAL STRUCTURES

N+prepositional Phrase

ANOVA TABLE 7

Source DF SuM of Squares Mean Square F Value PR > F

l0w
6

2 1.56966021 0.78493010 2.20 0.1138

Error 205 73.26728465 0.35740139

Corrected Total 207 74..83714486

.**

DUNCAN TABLE 7

Grouping Mean ,N Group

A 0.611905 49' 2

A
A '0.579300 69 1
A
A 0.419;05 90 0

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

* Significant' at .05 Level

** Significant at .01 level

a

.4
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.1 .

t

DEPENDENT VARIABLE -- HEADED NOMINAL STRUCTURES

-N+infinitive Phrase

ANOVA TABLE 8

Source DF

Group 2

Error 205

COrrected Total 207--

Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PR F

'0.08676670 0.04338335 ; 0.22 0.8637 k.

40.64847756 0%19828526

40.73524426

I

DUNCAN TABLE 8

'Grouping Mean N Group

A
. 0.168627

A
A 0.133333
A
A 0.122343

69

49

90

Means with the.same letter are not significantly different.

1

'2

0.

* Significant at .05 level

** Significant at .01 level -106
97
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE - -FADED NOMINAL STRUCTURES

N+participial Phrase

ANOVA TABLE 9

Source DF, Sum of Squares

Group 2 0.62365158

Error 205 28.63485968

Corrected Total 2Q7 29.25851126

A

Mean Square F Value PR> F

0:31182579 2.23 , 0.1099

0.13968224

0
'2 I

DUNCAN TABLE 9,

Grouping Mean N Group

A
A
A
-A.
A

W7

0.271674

0.261905

0.157340

49

90,

Means with the'same,letter are not 1.gnificantly different.

* Signincarkt at .05 level

** Significant at .01 level
98
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.DEPENDENT VARIABLE -HEADED'NOW2NAL STRUCTURES

N+adverbial

ANQVA TABLE 10

Source DF Sumef Squares Mean Square, F Value PR > F

N. ; .
.

Group 2 0.00361471. , 0.00180735 1.74 0.1785
, .

Error : 205 0.21322453 0.00104012

Corrected Total , 207 0.21683924

DUNCAN TABLE 10

GroupAng

A .0.009630,
A,
A 0.002415
A
A 0.000000:

Mean N Group '

90 0

69 1

49 : 2

Means with the same leter are nOt significantly different.

* Significant at .0.1ever
1 ;1/4* Significant at .01 level

99 108
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0

-DEPENDENT V

CZ7 A

'..r*
U

LE--NON-HEADED NOMINAL STRUCTURES

Noun Clauile 'N

plOVA TAALE'll N.

_Source DF Sum of Squares Meati Square F Value - PR )6 F

Group

Error

Corrected Total

2

205

207

0.173'95330

14.85782982

15.05178312

0.08697665

0.'07247722

1.20 0.3033

Grouping

'

A
A
A

DUNCAN:TABLE 11

Mean N 44

0.174084 90

0.161905 49

0.109207 .69

Group

. Means with the same letter are not significantly different,.
.

0

2

1

* Significant at .05 level

!1,-Significant at .01 'level

of-

100 JO 9

1.
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE- -NON -HEADED.NOMINAL STRUCTURES

Prepositicilal Phrase

ANOVA TABLE 12

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square ,F Value PR )PF

Group 2 0.00007782 0.00003891 0.65 8.5214

1.ror 205 0.01220850 0:00005955

Corrected Total 207 0.01228632

DUNCAN TABLE 12

Gsouping Mean Group

A 0.001235
E

90 0

A
A 0.000000 '69 1

A

4 0.000000 ' 49 2

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

* Significant at .05 4evel

** SignJfitant at .01 level
101. 1b0

Oki



DEPENDENT VARIABLENON-HEADED NOM&AL STRUCTURES

Infinitive Phrase

_ANOVA TABLE 13

Group

Error

Corrected Total

1

IF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PR> F

2 0.04765541 0.02382771 0.90 0.4064.

205 5.40048785 0.02634380 -

207 5,.44814326

DUNCAN TABLE 13

Mean N Group

0.077026 90 , 0

0.069048 , 49 2

0.042754 69 1

Means with the same letter are not dignifitjantly different.

* Significant at .05 level

** Significant at .01 level



o
."0

42

DEPENDENT VARIABLENON-HEADED NOMINAL STRUCTURES

Infinitive" ith Subject3"

1.0

ANOVA( TABLE 14

Source DF ,, Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PR> F

. Group 2 , 0.00413544 0.0G206772 0.12' 0.8849
14,.#

Error 205 3.46378450 0.01689651

Corrected Total 20r 3.46791994

A

DUNCAN TABLE 14
4

Grouping' Mean N Group

A 0.G38776 49 2

A
'A 0.028831 90 0
A

.

A 0.027685 69 . 1

Means with the same Atter are not significantly different.

* Significant at .0 level

** Significant at ..01 level

,
4 103 1 1 2 '

-t-
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1

A

DEPENDENT VARIABLE - -NON- HEADED NOMINAL STRUCTURES

Gerund Phrase

1

ANOVA TABLE 15

.
Source

,

DF Sum o SqUares Mean Square F Value PR ...iF

0

lGroup 2 0.02312072 0.01156036 0.12 0.8906

Error 205 20.44055134 0.09971001
U

,

Corrected Total 207 20.46367206

DUNdN TABLE 15
-4(

Grouping N Group

A . 0.178487 69 1,
A.
A 0.169048 49 2

A
A 0.154497

-}"
90 0

4.

Means with the same letter are not sgnificaittly different.

* Significant at'.05 level.

** Significant'at .01 level

4

,104 "11'30
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.

DEPENDENT VARIABLE - -NON -HEADED-NOMINAL STRUCTURES

Partial

ANOVA TABLE ,16

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PR > F

Glrup 2 l.00695272 0.00347636 0.92 . 0.3990

Error 205 0.77207891 0.00376624
..

___

Corrected Total
<

ZO7 0.77903163
e

"S.

4,

DUNCAN TABLE 16

.1

Grouping Mean N Group

A 0.020408 49 2

A
0.01456 90 0

A
A 0:004831 69 1

Means with the same letter are 64 significantly different.

* Significant at .05 level

** Signifitant at .0,1 level'
105 114\
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4

DEPENDENT VARIABLE --FUNCTION -NOMINAL STRUCTURES

Subject

OVA TABLE 17

Source DF

Group 2

v

Error 205

Corrected Total 207

Sum of Squl s Mean Squares F Value PR). F

0.13488381 0.06744191 v 0.89 0.4119
« .,

15.51789518 0;07569705

15..65277899'

p

DUNCAN TABLE 17

Grouping Mean N

A 0.225440 69
A j . 1

A 0.188641 90
A
A 0.1571323

.

49

,

Means with the same letter are not.-gignifinantly'different.

Group

1

410

2

* Significant at .05 level

** Significant at .01 level

' Ir

106 115
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f

DEPENDENT VARIABLE -- FUNCTION-NOMINAL STRUCTURES

Object

ANOVA TABLE 18

%.1

Source -6 Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PR> F

4

Group 2 0.56583145 0.28291572 '3.41 0.0350*

'Error 205° 17.02241026 0.08303615,

0
Corrected Total 207 17.58824171

9,

.0

DUNCAN TABLE 18

)
Grouping

lb

Mean N Oi-oup

A 0.303401 49 2
A

B A 0,ZW98 90
r

0
B

B 0.164278 69'

Means with the same lette are rot significantly different.

40,

* Signific at .05 level
** Sigaiff t at .01 level

107

116
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DEPENDENT VARIOLB--FUNCTION-NOMINAL STRUCTURES

Indirect Object.

ANOVA TABLE 19

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PR > F

Gr9up 2 0.00140415

Error 205'.- 0.12902494

Corrected Total 207 0.13042909

0.00070208

00.00062939

A

1.12 0.3297

I

4
DUNCAR TABLE 19

Grouping. dean Group

A )0.006803,- 2
A

.49

A 0.001587 90 0
A
A 0.000000 69 1

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

911

* Significant at .05level

**. Significant at .01 level

108 117

4a.



DEPENDENT VARIA4E--FUNCTION -NOMINAL STRUCTURES

Subject Complement

%1 ANOVA,TABLE 20

Source- DF Slim af'Squares Mean Square F Value PR > F

Group 2 r 0.12877061 0.06438530 0.75 . 0.4727

Error 205 17.54898070 0.08560478

Corrected Total 207 17.67775131

4

DUNCAN TABLE 20

Grouping\, Mean Group

.

. A. 0.242995 _ 69 1
A
A 0.194632 90 0
A
A 0.184014 49 2

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

109

118

O
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE - -fUNCTION-NO4INAL STRUCTURES

Object Complemenp
4

4

ANOVA TABLE 21

Source DF Sum of Squares °Mean Square F Value PR F

Group 2 0.00294891 0.00147446 0.54 0.5837
,.. ..

Error 205 0.55997799 0.00273160

Corrected Total 207 0.56292690 .

DUNCAN TABLE 21

Grouping Mean N Group

A
A
A
A
A

0.(110519

0.010204

0.002415

90

49

69

0

2

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

* Significant at .05 level

** Significant at .01 level.

,



DEPENDENT VARIABLE -- FUNCTION-NOMINAL STRUCTURES

Apposition

ANOVA TABLE 22

Source ,DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PR > F
. /

Group 2 0.1235476 0.00617738 0.89 0.4144'

Error & 205,

Corrected Total 207

1 14558 0.00697632

1.44250035

DUNCAN TABLE 22
0

Grouping Mean N Group

e

A 0.023085 69 1
A
A 0.014/86 49 2
A
.A 0.005341 .90 0

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

* Significant at .05 level

** Significant at 01 level

12 0

O
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t.

DEPENDENT VARIABLEFUNCTION-NOMINAL.STRUCTURES

Adverbial Novn

ANOVA TABLE 23

-c

.61

Source-, DF.

Group 2

Error 205

Corrected Total 207

Sum of Squares Mean-Square F,Value PR > F

0.00083649 0.00041824 1.27 0.21342

0.06773753 0.00033043

0.06857402"

DUNCAN TABLE 23 ,

Grouping 'Mean N Group

A 0.004048 90 0
A,

A 0.000000 69 1
A
A 0.000000'' 49 2

Means with the same letter are not sigdificantly different.

* Significant at .05 level

** Significant at .01 level
112

121
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1'

DEPENDENT.VARIABLE--FUNCTION-NOMINAL.STRUCTURES

Partial

-ANOVA TABLE 24

Source Di Sum? of Squares Mean Square F Value PR )0!F

.

.

Group 2 ,'0.02751169 0.01375584 0.15 0.8642

i
Error -74`

205 19.30910882 0.09419077

Corrected Total 207 19.33662050

DUNCAN TABLE 24

ANN

Grouping", mgah N Group

A 0.196273 69 a
A
A 0.191747 90 0

A
A 0.167007 49 2

Means with the same lqtter are not significantly different.

* SignifiCant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

113

122

A
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4

1EPENDENT VA LE -- ADVERBIAL STRUCTURES

Adverbial Clause: Time -`
. /-

ANOVA TABLE 25

Source DF' Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PR .> F.

Group 2- 0.Q3371095 0,.01685548 0.70 0.4955,.

Error 205 4.90406761 0.02392228

Corrected Total 207 4.93777857

ko

Grouping

DUNCAN TABLE 25
*ea

N Group

A -\0.070298 90 . 0

A ' 0.069082 6g 1
A ,

A' 0.039796 "49 2

.

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

* Significant at .05 level
.

** Significant at .01 level
114

123
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE -- ADVERBIAL STRUCTURES
f

.

Source DF

Group 2'

Error 205

Cofrected Total 207

Adverbial Clause: Place

ANOVA TABII 26

Sum of/Squares Mean Square F Value 19/-1> F

0.00042226 0.00021113 1.01 0.3648

0.04271588 0.00020837

1.

0.04313814

1 Alio v

DUNCAN TABLE 26

f

Grouping an N Group

A 0.002876 90
A
A * 0.000000 69

0.000000 49 2

4
.leans with the same letter are not significanell different'

* Significant at .05 level

** Significant at .01 level

J



DEPENDENT VARIABLE -- ADVERBIAL STRUCTURES

Adverbial Clause: Manner

ANOVA TABLE 27

4

Source DF .,.Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PR > F

Group 2 0.00098397- 0.00049198 0.55 0.5806

Error 205 0.18500377 .0.00090246 ,

Corrected Total 207 0.18598774

4, t

DUNCAN TABLE 27

1,

GiOuping Mean Group

A
A
A.
A
A ,

0.008402

0.004762

0.003623

49

69

0

2

1

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

* Significant at .05 level,

** Significant at .01 level
116

125

V.



17'

. ,DEPEL 'ENT LE--ADVERBIAL STRUCTURES

Adverbial Clause: Cause

ANOVA TABLE

Irk( ,

28

Source -DF Sum of.Squares Mean Square

Group 2 '0.01053384 0.00526692
.

Error 205 2.41367278 0.01177401

Corrected Total. 207' 2.42420663

F Value PR> F

a

0.45'41i, 0.6400 .

, 1

DUNCAN TABLE 28

4f)

Grouping Mean Group

'2

A
A
A

0.0;34997 90
,

0

--,,.' 0.031056 69
e

1

0.017007 49 ..

2

Means/Oith the, same letter are not significantly different.

* Significant ae .05 level
** Significant at .01. level

117

126



DEPENDENT VARIABLE - -ADVERBIAL STRUCTURES

I

Adverbial Clause: Condition

tNOVA TABLE 29

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PR >F
%, V

2 . 0.02505445 0.01252722 $1:04 0.3556

205,-- 2.47109524 0.01205412

Corrected Total 207 2.49614969

(

DUNCAN TABLE 29
41

1

Grouping Mean Group

A
A
A
A
A

0.041553
Aa

0.637578

0.014286

%

90

69

49

0

1

2

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.'

Af

* Significant at .05 level

** Signifipat at .01 level
118 127

.4.



DEPENDENT VARIABLE- -ADVERBIAL STRUCTURES

4 Adverbial Clause: Comparison

00VA TABLE 30

Source ,e DF Sem of Squares Mean Squarer F Value PR )1.F

Group,

Error

Corrected Xotal

_2,'

205-

207'

0.0026896a

0.37539011

0.37807971

0.00134480

0.00183117

0.73 0.4.811

e's

DUNCAN TABLE-30

Grodping Mean N Group

A 0.013591 90 0
A
A 04006803 49 2
A
A 0.006039 69 1

Means with the name letter aka not significantly diffIrent.

* Significant at 05 level
** Significant at .01 level

119

128

,
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE -- ADVERBIAL STRUCTURES.

Adverbial Clause: Reduced Comparison

Am

'ANOVATABLE 31

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Value PR > F

Group

Error

Corrected Total

2

205

,207

0.19617230

13.47385577

13.67002808

0.09808615

0.06572613

1.49 0.2273

pUNCAN TABLE 31

Grouping Mean N4 Group

.

A, 0.163466 69 1
A
A 0.122077 90 0
A

(
A 0.081293 49 2

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

* Si ificant at .05 level
-** Siszlvificant at .01 level

120

129



Sourc

DEPENDENT VARIABLEADVERBIAL STRUCTURES

Adverbial Clause: Adjective 6mpleNbent

ANOVA TABLE 32

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PR> F

Group
f 2 0.00811087 0.00405544 0.07 0.9363

Error 205 12.63460174 0.06163220 i

II

Corrected Total 207 12.64271261

DUNCAN TABLE

1.11

32
6

Grouping Mean N Group

A 0.167991 69 1
A
A 0.164379 90 0
A
A 0.151701 .49 460 2

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

4

* Significant at .Q5 level

** Significant at .01 level

C'
121

130

4



DEPENDENT VARIABLE - 'ADVERBIAL STRUCTURES

Adverbial Clause: Contrast

ANbV TABLE 33

Source DF" Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PR :> F

Group 2 0.00017351 0100008675 0.08 0.9212
4

Error 205 0.21665441 0.00105685
. ( ,

Corrected Total 207 0.21682792

DUNCAN TABLE 33

Grouping Mean ' N Group

A 0.008163 49 4 2
A
A 0.006273 90 0

A
A 0.005797

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

I

* §ignificant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

122
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-----DSP-FENT VARIABLEADVERBIAL STRUCTURES

entence Adverbial: Absolute

ANOVA TABLE 34

s.

Source DF

Group 2

Error 205

Corrected Total 207

751.1m of Squares Mean Square F Value PR> F

0.00052383 . 0.00026191 1.23 0.2938

0.04357874 0.00021258

0.04410256

DUNCAN TABLE 34

Grouping Mean N Group

A
A
,A
A
A

0.004082 .

0.000741'

0.00000

49

90

69

2

0

1

Mans with the same letter are not significantly different.

f

Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .011.1evel,

411.

123
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`TEPENDENT VARIABLE-- ADVERBIAL STRUCTURES

Sentence Adirerbial: Interjected

ANOVA TABLE 35

Sodrce DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PR > F

Group

Error

Corrected Total

2

205

207

0.00252296

0.36176402

0 428699

0.00126148

0.00176470

0.71 0.4905

DUNCAN TABLE 35

Grouping Mean N Group .

A 0.010204 *
49 , 2

A
A . 0.004831 ° 69 1
A
A 0.001299 90 0

Means with the same letter are not significantly different./

ft Significant at .05 level

** Significant at .01 level

J33

124-



DEPENDENT VARIABLE -- ADVERBIAL STRUCTURES

Sentence Adverbial: Adverbial Infinitive

ANOVA TABLE 36

Source DF Sum of Squares *an Square F Value PR ":"F

Group 2 0.23937838 0.11968919 2.80 0.0633

Error 205 8.77086513 0.04278471

Corrected Total 207. 9.01024351 .(

pLINCAN TABLE 36

Grouping Mean N Group

'A 0.115017 90 0

B 0.046098 69 1
B

B' 0.045918 49 2

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

* Sigaificant kit .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

125

134
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE - -LOOSE MODIFICATION
.

Initial

ANOVA TABLE'37

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean §quare F Value PR ) F

Group 2 0.12741239 0.06370820 0.89 0.4125

Error 205 14.68437553 0.07163110

Corrected Total 207 14.81179193

DUNCAN TABLE 37

Grouping Mean 1,1% Grbup

A 0.221429
A
A 0.190653
A
A 0.159115

Means with the same led;er are not significantly different. _

49 J 2

69 1

90 0

*"Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level 135
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. DEPENDENT V ABLE--LOOSE MODIFICATION

Final

ANOVA TABLE 39

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PR > F

Group

Error

2 0.20 92557 0.10446279 1.05 0.3506,

205 20. 2575497 0.09915092

Corrected Total 207 20 53468055

'Gfouping

DU3CAN TABLE 39

Mean N Group

A

A

A

0.261224 49 2

%.

0.247319 90 0

0.185904 69 1

Means with the same letter are not significantly different.

, *'Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

12136
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elL

. DEPENFillT VARIABLE--LOOSE MODIFICATION .

Non-standard Structure °

:ANOVA TABLE 40

C)

DF Sum of Squares" Mean "'ware F Value PR > F

I
Group .. 2 0.00484948_ 0.00242474 1.14 0.3233

fr-

Error 205 0.431(82531 0.00213573

Corrected Total 207. d.44267479 -

DUNCAN TABLE 40.

Grouping Mean

V.

N Group

't

0.012925

4.006476

L000000,

49

90

2

0

1

s frith the same letter re' not signific y different.

I

r.
°

4
* 5ignift6ant at .0.5 level

**, Significaht at .01 level

,

0

-

137
129,

9
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ea

1

DEPENDENT VARIABLE- -LOOSE MODIFICATION

Non-standard and Loose Modification

Source

"1

ANOVA TABLE 41

0

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PRF
Group 7r----- 0 0 99999.99 0.0000**
.

Error 205 0
.

0

Corrected Total 207 0

f '
XNCAN TABLE 41

40

Grouping Meai N Group

A 0.000000 '90 0

B 0.000000 69 1

'C 0.000000 49 2

Means with the same letter are,not significantly different.

* Significant at .05 level
** Signif nt at .01, level

130 138

I,*



s

DEPENDENT VARIABLE- -LOOSE MODIFICATION

....////

__Partial_

.
,

ANOVA TABLE 42

ti

a 4

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value PR> F

...,

Group 2 0.01454222 1 0.00727111 0.08 0.9247

Error 205 19.02988862 010928287
s>.

Corrected Total 207 19..04443084

DUNCAN TABLE 42

Grouping Mean Group

A
PI

A
A
A

0.189521 69 1

0.167007

90 0

49 2

Means with the same lest re not significantly different.

rc

* Significant at .05 level /

'le* Significant at .01 level

131

13 9
4

4



Source.

DEPENDENT VARIABLE- -LOOSE MODIFICATION
.

Tag Question

ANOVA Rierzy

TY

DF Sum of Squares ,Mean Square F Value PR> F

GrOt

Error,

Corrected Total

2

-0,205

2b7

S 0110 01945

0.00305213

0.00307158 '

0.00000973

0.00001489

0.65 0.5214

Grouping

DUNCANN TABLE 43

Mean N Group

A
A
A
h

c A
A

0.000617

0.000000

0.000000

90

'69

0

1,

49 2

Means with the'same latter are not significantly different.
t

A

*.Significant level
**.gignificant. at level

",

132 140 4



T-Unit
Patterns

110.
frequency.

1 ;1s

Frequency

SV 115 26
Subject Verb

SVO 177 68
Subject Verb,Objecke

SVC
n

1,
85 34'

A .Subject Verb Complement-

Noun

SVC
a 82 35

Subject Verb Complement
Adjective

SVIO 15 2
Subject Verb Indirect Object

SVOC
n 3 1

Subject Verb Object Complement-
_ Noun

SVOC
a 2

Subject'Verb Object Complement -
Adjective

Adv VS 1 1
Adverb Verb Subject

There VS 21 9
There Verb Subject

It VS 24 3y
It Verb Subject

Question 2 1

Request, Command 17 1

Partial 116 36

Passive ' 11 5

112

Frequency

22'

50

18

9

2

0

1

0

2

0

3

110
1

Column %
111

Column %
'112)

Column %

15,t35 10.97 16.42

23.63 28.69 37.31

11.35 14' 35 13.43

10.95 14.77 6.72

H
2.00 0.84 1.49

H
0.40 0.42 0.00 H 0.0

0.27 0.84 0.75
tz)

x1

H
V)

0.13 0,.42 0.00

.2.80 3.80
11.49

3.20 1.27 0.00

0.27 0.42 1.49

2.27 0.42 0.00 -

15.49 15.19 8.2\

1.47 2.11 2.24

1
Column percentages indicate, of those who are in 110, 111, 112, the % who used this pattern.

142



o APPENDIX J

Corral ion Coefficient Tables 1-4

O'Donnell-Gbhard Data

143
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T19.

T20

T21

T22

T23

T24

T25

T26

T27

T44

T45

0.21658
Tl

0.0017**

0.16351
T3

0.0187*

0.21089
T10.0022**

T10.34233
0 .0001**

0.39177/4
T2

0.0001**

0.18151
T5

0.0087**

T4
0.30778
0 .0001**

0.23982
T28

0.0005**

0.35433
T39

0.0001**

0.25100
T3

0.0003**

0.17206
T8

0.0130*

0.23818
T3

0.0005**

0
T8

.17673

0.0107*

0.20621
T17

0.0028**

0

0
T9

.17525

0.0113*

0.20017
T32

0.0037**

* Significant at .05 level

** Significant at .01 level

TABLE 1

OVERALL CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

(Appendix D)
19-27 with 1-18

0.22961
T40.0008

**

0.14333
T10

0.0389*

T5
0 34229

0.0001**

T12
0 25636

0.0002**

0.22389
T15

0.0012**

T7
0.22992

0.0008**

0.14362
Tll

0.0385*

0.27640
T7

0.0001;*

I

44-51 with 28-41

144

T9
0 14861
0.0322**

0.26305
T12

0.0001**

0.22987
T9

0.0008**

T12
0 16413

0.0178*

T14
0 16752

0.0156*

0.14407
Tl10.0379*

k

0.17732
T18

0.0104*



T46 7340.18149
0.0087**

0.28453
i47 730

0.0001**

T48

T49

T50 1

T51

T44

T45

T4 6

0.19646
T47 T2

0.0045**

T48

* Significant at .05 level

** Significant at .01 level

TABLE 1 (cont'd)

OVERALL CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

44-5L with 28-41

44751. with 2,5,6,9

145
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T60.14293T49 T6
0.0394*

T50

T51

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level"

( TABLE 1 (coned)
OVERALL CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

44-51 with 2,5,6,9

,

146.



TABLE 2

110 CORRELATION, COEFFICIENTS
(Appendix D)

119

T2Q

T2I

T22

T23

T24.

125

T26

T27

T44

T45

0.23264
13

0.0273*

T7
0.23433
0.0262*

0.47136
T5

0.0001**

T1
0.74604
0.0001**

Ob

0.31980
T5

0.0021**
s

710.30975
0.0030**

0.38818
T28

0.0002**

T40. 370 99
0.00030

T10
0129973
0.0041**

T12
0.41951
0.0001**

T8
0.46480

0.0001**

0.32386
T80.0018**

0.21224
T35

0.0446*

19-27 with 1-18

T8
0.28950

0.0056** r

7180.32415T12
0:34255
0.0007** 0.0018**

0.31144
T16

0.0028**

T12
0.39099 0.22/x$2

0.0001** ,

T14
0.0 94*

0.27006
T15

0.0100**

44-51 with 28-41

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at ,01 level

or"

147
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T46

0.58555
T47 T30

0.0001**

T48

T49

0.31287
T50 T33

0.0027**

T51

0

T44

T45

1
0.22741

T46 T2
0.0311*

-1.47

T48

TABLE 2 (coned)

110 CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

44-51 with 28-41

.00

44-51 with 2,5,6,9

* Significant at .05 level

** Significant'at .01 level 148



TABLE 2 (coned)
110 CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

T49

T50

T51

A4

* Significant at 105 level
** Significant at .01 level

44-51 with 2,5,6,9

149
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T19

T20

T21

T22

730.24651
0.0412*

0.33762
Tll .

046**

T10.42234
0.0003.**

T7
0.3502/
0.0032**

0.51963
T14

0.0001**

1,30.37659

0.0014**

723 .

T24

T25

T26

T27-

T44

T45

T18
0.39511

0.0008**

0.46018
T2

0.0001**

0.31682
. T12

0.0080**

T4
0.51062
0.0001**

7320.36916
0.0018**

0.59394
T39

0.0001**
,

T41
0.1191
0.0 01**

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 leVel

TABLE 3
111 CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

(Appendix

19-27 with 1-18

0.23739
T16

0.0495*

T7
0.53115 0.44657
0.0001**

T9
0.0001**

44-51 with 28-41.

150
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T48'

T49

T50

T51'

e

*!Significant at .05 level

** Significant at .01 level.

ee

TABLE 3 (cont'd)

111 CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

44-51 with 28-41
1-

a

44-51 with.2,5,6,9

44

151
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T49

T50

T51

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

p

TABLE,3 (coned)
111 QORRELATIPN COEFFICIENAO

44=51 with'2,5,6,9

152
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T2I

T23

T23

'.T26
%11,.

T27 T4
0.30476 0.35187
Q.0332*

T9
0.0132*

T44

0.40)87
T3

0.31207T19 Tl
0.0013** 0.0290*

T20

0.55685
T22 T5

0.0001**
.

0.84150
7140.36165T24 T2

0.0001** 0.0107*

T45 T31
0.41930

T39
0.31362

0.0027** 0.0282*

* Significant at .05 level
**,Significant at .01 level

/dr

TABLE f;

112 CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

(Appendix D)
19-27 with 1-18

0.42408
T7

0.30934
T4

0.0024** 0.0208*

-T16
0.35983

7170.64324
0.0111* 0.0001**

0.47562
T15

0.0006**
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0:43026
T46 T 340%0,016**

T47

T48

T49

T50

T51

T44

0.45839 .
T45 T2

0.0009**

T46 T9
0.48131

0.0005**

0.81026
T47 T2

0.0001***

41- T48 O'

* Significant at .05/level
** Significant at .01 level

TABLE 4 (cont'd)

112 CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS,

44-51 with 28-41

44-51 with'2,5,6,9
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4 ,
.TABLE 4 (coned)

T49

T50

T51

* Significant at .05 level
** Significan at .01 level

112 CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

44-51 with 2,5,6,9
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